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Introduction 

This small book comes from the “Living Bread” series I wrote for 

my blog, “Voice in the Wilderness,” between May and July 2014. 

Though I did not write it initially with a book in mind, I am glad it 

has worked out this way. I know many have read that series and 

they will find much of it intact. However, every time I read 

something I wrote previously (whether days or years ago), I always 

see different and/or better ways to get these truths across. 

Therefore, while the bulk of that series makes up the core of this 

book, there is also a lot of change and expansion. I believe this is a 

“better” explanation of the “Living Bread” truths than the blog series 

was, and I am delighted to be able to put it out in this more 

permanent way. 

What is it about? It is not a devotional book. Instead, it is a 

“Wake up to Who you are” book! 

For the first few years of my conscious Life in Jesus Christ 

starting in 1972, I would have thought a devotional book was just 

what was called for. The common message from most Christian 

sources in my periphery was that we should give everything we have 

to “work, pray and study to become close to God.” As such I sought 

out devotional material from various sources in order to accomplish 

that task, which is what I sincerely thought was my mission from 

God. 

Of course, though I did not realize it then, it was implicit in such 

a message that we were NOT close to God. Even though some 
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taught us that Christ entered our hearts when we believed in Him 

and the Holy Spirit dwelled within us, the practical applications our 

teachers exhorted to apply, from church services to personal 

devotions, operated from the opposite premise. That premise was 

that we were actually far from God, and needed all that “work, 

prayer and study” in order to increasingly close the “gap” between us 

in our constant human sinfulness, and God Who lived in the 

perfection of heaven far far away from us in our daily human 

existence. The onus was on us to find by “asking, seeking and 

knocking,” the strength, wisdom, power, love and knowledge of God. 

Next we could then add them on to our humanity, so that we could 

correctly apply all those things and thereby emulate God, i.e., “be 

like Christ.”  

I gave that task everything I had for a solid seven years and then 

some. I was even a “charismatic” Christian, endowed with the 

“spiritual gifts” to help and empower me. There were few among my 

crowd who exerted greater effort than I did during those years.  

However, at the end of those seven years, instead of reaching 

my goal of being closer to God, I felt farther away than when I had 

started as a new believer! I was exhausted, frustrated, confused and 

afraid and seemed to know less of the Spirit than I had in the 

beginning. All I seemed to know by then was self-condemnation. I 

actually had the thought, “Why in the world would I want to invite 

anyone else into this misery?” I wondered where the joy and 

wonder, the “spring of Living Water” I had known and so rejoiced in 

at the beginning, had gone. Psalm 42:1-3 became my mantra-like 

main prayer: “As the hart panteth after the water brooks, so panteth 

my soul after thee, O God. My soul thirsteth for God, for the living 
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God:  when shall I come and appear before God?  My tears have 

been my meat day and night, while they continually say unto me, 

Where is thy God?” 

When I first began to pray that prayer, I thought it was my 

“ticket.” I thought it would get me somewhere, maybe even impress 

God that I was giving it such a noble effort! A long time later, I 

realized all I was doing was expressing my frustration and the 

unfortunate truth of my condition, because it did not seem that I 

would ever arrive at the goal.  

I did not know at that lowest point that I was on the threshold of 

my life’s second major discovery. The first was coming to know Jesus 

Christ as my Savior and Lord when I was twenty-one. The second 

discovery is still going on after nearly three decades. That discovery 

is simply that the Spirit of Christ within me from the very beginning 

had actually been “one” with me in my inner human spirit. (1 Cor 

6:17). The Spirit taught me by a miracle that I truly had been 

crucified with Christ, and that the Life that had risen up within me in 

the Resurrection of Jesus, was actually Christ living “my” life in me. 

He had made me “one person” with Him, just as He had declared 

Himself “one person” with the Father 2,000 years before! (Jn 10:30; 

17:11, 20-23). 

However, that was not all, and that is the subject of this book. 

When I mentioned above that this was not a devotional book, it was 

because when we think of Jesus in the context of “Living Bread,” we 

generally also think in the context of our “feeding” off Him, like the 
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oft-played communion song, “Feasting on the Living Bread.” And for 

years that was what it was about for me – “feasting on Jesus.” 

However, I have since learned that when we received Jesus, we 

did not just receive “salvation” or other benefits for ourselves. In 

actuality, when we come into our maturity in Christ, “our” salvation 

or other personal benefits we have in Christ become secondary. 

When we grow up in Christ, our “feasting on the Living Bread” for 

our own benefit is no longer our priority. We realize that now we 

have become in Christ what He is – Living Bread from which others 

find their spiritual food. That is, WE are now “the Living Bread.” 

Those around us now “feed” on us! 

One last word – In addition, I have also included as an “extra,” a 

transcript of a video I recorded on Galatians 2:20 several years ago, 

titled, “The Life I Now Live in the Flesh.” I have left it as I recorded 

it, “off the cuff,” with only minor editing. I wanted to preserve its 

spontaneous conversational tone, and I think it has come off as I had 

hoped. 

Blessings to the readers! May the Spirit of God open the 

understandings and penetrate deep into the hearts and minds of 

each person who reads these words! 
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I. The Crowd Mentality 

 

“John 6:14 Then those men, when they had seen the 

miracle that Jesus did, said, This is of a truth that prophet 

that should come into the world. 15 When Jesus therefore 

perceived that they would come and take him by force, to 

make him a king, he departed again into a mountain himself 

alone.”  

Jesus knew immediately they wanted to make Him king 

for the wrong reasons. They not only thought He would fill 

their bellies, basically solving their main problem in life – 

getting something to eat on a regular basis – but even more 

importantly, He would get rid of their brutal Roman 

oppressors, in their minds the main cause of all their 

problems! Not that He was unconcerned about their physical 

hunger, and certainly, He must have witnessed first-hand the 

abusive ways of the Romans through all His earlier years. No 

doubt, His parents had told Him of Herod's plot and their 

flight into Egypt when He was an infant. He was not ignorant 

of the world around Him. 

Just the day before, Jesus had fed the 5,000, prompted 

by the fact that they had not eaten and He knew they would 

be at risk for their journeys home if they set out hungry. 

Afterward, when the disciples boarded a boat to take them 

back across Lake Galilee, Jesus went off by Himself into the 
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hills. Some of the crowd that was left were probably very 

interested and attentive to where He went, and they saw him 

head out into the surrounding hills. The next morning, when 

they remembered the disciples had left without Jesus, and 

there were no more boats available, they first thought Jesus 

was stuck on the same side of the lake they were. 

Nevertheless, when other boats appeared, and Jesus still 

had not shown up, the crowd decided they would go over to 

Capernaum, Jesus' Galilee headquarters. Maybe He was 

there. (He had actually walked across the water to get to the 

disciples, for those who may not remember, but we are not 

going to discuss that here.) 

However, they were not going to get the answer they 

were looking for. Jesus did not come to fix flesh, nor to fix 

the flesh world. He knew the flesh world could not be fixed. 

He was not there to solve all its problems.  

This world had been unalterably corrupted when Adam 

and Eve were cast out of the Garden. This world can be 

glorious in the beauties of nature, in the the almost limitless 

variety of living creatures, big and small, then the miracle of 

human life. Most of us could look at wonderful scenery for 

hours and remained transfixed. However, this world remains 

a pale shadow of the Paradise that preceded it and 

theoretically, it could have been, had Adam and Eve stood 

fast in the trial. (As I always say, the Lord has never said, 

“Oh my, I didn't see THAT coming!” There has never been 

the necessity for the Lord to go to Plan B. Plan A is still 

proceeding without a hitch!) 
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But now, because of the Fall, everything of this creation 

must on one certain day pass away, as Peter told of the Day 

of the Lord, “in the which the heavens shall pass away with a 

great noise, and the elements shall melt with fervent heat, 

the earth also and the works that are therein shall be burned 

up.” (2 Pet 3:10).  

That might seem like a great tragedy, or something to 

exceedingly fear. For those who seek the Lord, who seek 

love, truth, righteousness and mercy, it is the Day of the 

greatest rejoicing this universe has ever seen. It is the Day 

that the old and corrupt passes away, so that the new 

heavens and the new earth might be manifest in plain sight.  

The crowds in Judea, as well as the crowds in our day 

misunderstood the healings and miracles Jesus did. They 

thought He was going to bring Paradise right then and there, 

in the flesh world. He was going to heal everyone's bodies – 

so no more sickness (and no more doctor bills – or medical 

insurance)! He was going to cast out all the demons – so no 

more demon possession and/or mental illness! Everyone was 

going to have enough to eat – so no more starvation! There 

would be no more oppressors to abuse them – so no more 

worries about security! In our terms, in their minds Jesus was 

like the Perfect Politician-King, who (they thought) not only 

made promises to fix our world, fix our society, but, unlike all 

other Politician-Kings, He could actually deliver! That is why 

they were seeking Him. 
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But Satan had already offered Jesus that chance, to rule 

and do good in the nations of the world, if Jesus would only 

bow the knee to the Tempter. Jesus turned down the offer. 

Not only did He turn down that offer, but also the offer to 

make bread for Himself and possibly eventually for all the 

world by turning stones into bread. Then He turned down the 

offer to win over the people through theatrics – by a death-

defying display of miraculous power, in front of all the people, 

boldly jumping off the highest place in the Temple, only to be 

miraculously caught up by angels who would bear Him gently 

to the ground! Who would not have declared Him to be the 

long-awaited Messiah on the spot? (Parachuting pastors come 

to mind.) 

It was as if Satan was saying to Jesus: “Ok, so you want 

to be the Savior of the world? Well, first, you have to impress 

the people! What do they need? They need food; they need 

peace in their minds, and they need to know they are cared 

for, provided for and perfectly protected from all harm in the 

world. Now maybe You and Your Father do it one way in 

heaven, but this is my world, and I know how You can get 

done, what you want done, in my world! All you have to do is 

follow me, and I'll give You what You want.” 

Jesus didn't buy that, but countless others have since! It 

is the core of all “religion” all over the world since the 

beginning of time. It is all of the flesh – of the earth – every 

bit of it! It cannot be otherwise that natural man can only 

have “natural” religion – he cannot see anything else, except 

that which is “of” this world. The flesh wants a show. A 
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“show” serves as its tangible result and justification. The flesh 

wants pizazz, style, to be “with-it” – cool! Those of the flesh 

praise and do homage to one another over the 

impressiveness of their facades. The greater the facade, the 

greater the depth of nothingness and death within it, and 

greater are the accolades from the people of the world. The 

flesh seeks to save its life – it may sing the praises of “The 

Old Rugged Cross,” i.e., the outer historical Cross, but it will 

not allow the inner Cross to do its work, because that is death 

to the flesh. The flesh wants approval, and appearances are 

all in all to it.  

The Day of the Spirit Has Begun 

Jesus knew all that, and He knew He had come to declare 

the day of the flesh to be over, and the day of the Spirit 

begun. However, He also knew, that it would come by love 

completely from within, and not by imposition from without 

by any means. In other words, He was not there to change 

the traditions, or to attack the institutions directly, either of 

religion or the state. He was not leading a revolt against 

either one.  

Rather, Jesus was bringing in a whole new kind of Life, 

Spirit Life. There have always been a few here and there in 

the world who have known the Spirit, for the Lord has never 

left Himself without a remnant. But through the Lord Jesus 

Christ, this Spirit Life permeates the world. (“And it shall 
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come to pass in the last days, saith God, I will pour out of my 

Spirit upon all flesh!” Acts 2:17) 

The promise to Abraham, the Seed of Abraham, took 

millennia to come to full term in the One Man Jesus of 

Nazareth. Through His broken and dead Body, pierced Side 

and shed Blood, the Lord Jesus Christ, One Man, in the 

regeneration becomes as numerous as the stars in the 

heavens or the sands in the sea. Or as John witnessed in 

Revelation 7: “9 After this I beheld, and, lo, a great 

multitude, which no man could number, of all nations, and 

kindreds, and people, and tongues, stood before the throne, 

and before the Lamb, clothed with white robes, and palms in 

their hands; 10 And cried with a loud voice, saying, Salvation 

to our God which sitteth upon the throne, and unto the 

Lamb.” All of those are born of the one Seed – the “seed of 

the woman,” in Gen 3:15! The Christ-seed! 

The flesh world, He knew, would get along perfectly after 

He left, under the care of the Father, the Living Activity of the 

Spirit, as well as by His eternal intercession. He knew it would 

be kept going with patches and updates and small fixes until 

the fulness of its time. In that world, good and evil are 

doomed to continually contend with one another, each person 

under the constant judgment of every other person while 

each judges the ones who just judged him. On and on and on 

and on, from the days of Cain and Abel until now. Little 

judges, little gods.  

However, because the world is like that, dog-eat-dog, 

those who seek something greater than the selfish-grasping 
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that defines the world, somehow hear the Word within them, 

and come forth into the Light. The Father has drawn them, 

and somehow they were given hearing ears as well. They 

have recognized it in themselves, the restless death that 

would swallow us all, and have turned to the Father in some 

way for deliverance and translation into the Light. These are 

the times of gathering all the elect of God for the final Day. 

We are all, all of us in Christ – past, present and future – part 

of this same gathering, and continually look to the Lord's 

increase both in the temporal and spiritual. “[We] must work 

the works of Him that sent [us], while it is day: the night 

cometh, when no man can work. As long as [we are] in the 

world, [we are] the light of the world.” (Jn 9:4,5). 

 

“25 And when they had found him on the other side of 

the sea, they said unto him, Rabbi, when camest thou 

hither?”  

“How did you get here?” That is really what they wanted 

to know. If He happened to have gotten there by another 

miracle – so much the better, because that would only 

strengthen their desire to make Him king. Who would not 

want a benevolent Superman to be our ever-present king, 

provider and protector? Is that not what our politician-leaders 

seem to promise in our day, regardless of party? And do we 

not still look to them for those things? 

6:26 “Jesus answered them and said, Verily, verily, I say 

unto you, Ye seek me, not because ye saw the miracles, but 
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because ye did eat of the loaves, and were filled. 27 Labour 

not for the meat which perisheth, but for that meat which 

endureth unto everlasting life, which the Son of man shall 

give unto you: for him hath God the Father sealed.” 

Is it not interesting, that Jesus tells them they did not 

really see (grasp the real Truth of) the miracles, but that they 

were looking for Him for food's sake!? Had they really “seen” 

the miracles – and they were not capable of it because they 

were all flesh-minded – they would have seen that they were 

also parables of the Kingdom, as much as the verbal parables 

were. Considering that, our minds lose focus on the 

mountainside in Galilee, marveling only that someone had 

come who could perform such a deed, and move into what 

the Spirit is saying.  

The hungry multitudes are like Pharaoh's lean cattle. They 

have been drained of life and live a grasping existence. They 

bite and devour one another. They are the cattle of the 

famine. But the story is not just about cattle, nor is it about 

merely feeding our earthly bellies. The cattle are all humanity 

at one time or another, and the reason for their leanness is 

that it is from a famine of the Word of God, which here Jesus 

calls the “meat which endureth unto everlasting life,” or as He 

says immediately after this, the “Bread of heaven.”  

However, the people had just seen the “result” of the 

miracles, the food for maybe two people, that fed a great 

multitude, plus the cripples who now could walk, the blind 

who could now see. That was all they saw and did not 

consider past that. They only saw the surface, not regarding 
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any deeper meaning. They were so flesh-minded they had no 

idea that there could even be any deeper meaning. Food, 

one-hundred percent healing from all infirmities of mind and 

body – what could be greater than that? Throw in a free 

house and it is a done deal! 

In another parable, the hungry multitudes ate the food 

Jesus provided in the wilderness, but this time we go back to 

the figure of the Israelites in the desert, as Paul did in 1 Cor 

10. There was nothing to eat in the desert, yet they ate! I 

have seen documentaries on the Sinai desert. Nothing is 

there that could sustain a hundred people, much less 

upwards to a million! 

Here, on a Galilean mountainside, Jesus repeats what 

Moses did – He sets a table in the wilderness. (Psalm 78:19). 

He healed their infirmities, cast out their demons, broke 

choking bondages forged during life, and fed their bellies until 

they were full. All of that was in the temporal, which was all 

most of the people saw. In the Spirit, however, it testifies of 

the Real Food from Heaven, whereby they could be made 

fully whole and walk continually in that wholeness! They did 

not see that! It was just food, their literal daily bread, 

recovery from temporal infirmity, and general peace of mind 

to them. And they wanted it to continue! 

“28 Then said they unto him, What shall we do, that we 

might work the works of God?”  

Jesus had just told them what to do, what was important, 

but it went totally over their heads. They still had their minds 
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on things of the flesh, stuff you could see, feel, smell, touch. 

What will we eat? Where will we live? What will we wear? 

Considering where their minds were, this was not really a 

godly question. They wanted to know if He could teach them 

to do what He did for their bodies' and minds' sakes. They 

wanted the tricks of the trade! It was not “for God” at all, but 

purely for themselves and for improving their own lives. They 

are here asking how do we do what You do, so that we can 

get these same kinds of results, i.e., feeding 5000. (We 

cannot blame them too much. Even the disciples were 

perplexed by Him. They didn't “get it” either, though they 

traveled, worked and lived with Him every single day.) 

What Shall We Do? 

What about this question, this classic question: “What 

shall we DO?” “Give me the procedure, the formula, the 

words to say, deeds to do, the key to your magic, so that I 

can DO it, too!?” Again, this is not a godly question. It is 

practical, however.  

As usual, Jesus does not respond with an answer they are 

hoping for. Instead of, “Ok, here are the things you can do to 

be able to duplicate all these miracles. 1. Jump up and down 

5 times in each of the four directions, while shouting, “We 

believe we believe we believe.” 2. Wiggle the toes on each of 

your feet simultaneously from the outside in, then your hands 

the same way. 3. Take 144 deep breaths. … 4. Faint and then 

wake up. 5, 6, 7, 8, 11 … 56 … 78 … 187 … 235 … 433. Play 
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hopscotch on rocks near creeks. 434. Genuflect until your 

knees give out. 435. etc etc ...” 

No, nothing like that. I am being facetious, but it has a 

point. The point is, there is no “system,” but once things are 

gathered together and sold to the public as a working system 

it gains a life of its own and becomes a modern idol of the 

Old Testament kind, because to serve “it,” is idolatry.  

Jesus simplified it to its most basic elements. 

“29 Jesus answered and said unto them, This is the work 

of God, that ye believe on him whom he hath sent.”  

What? This is out of left field! Understand me. We have a 

hard time understanding where these people were, if we 

cannot identify with them. It may have been a long time since 

we saw that way, and sometimes we forget how it was. I 

remember the days when I thought I was looking for true 

bread but it was really the bread that perished, until He came 

and gave me the true bread.  

However, these folks could not see that yet. Still, though 

they are asking their questions from the flesh side of things 

that is no impediment to Jesus. He continues to answer them. 

(We will save “believe on Him Whom He hath sent,” for a 

little later.) 

“30 They said therefore unto him, What sign showest 

thou then, that we may see, and believe thee? what dost 

thou work? 31 Our fathers did eat manna in the desert; as it 

is written, He gave them bread from heaven to eat.” (Ex 

16:4) 
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Isn't this something? Just the day before Jesus had 

performed one of the most fantastic miracles the world has 

ever seen, feeding 5000 people with 5 loaves and 2 fish. 

Were they paying attention? No, they still have their minds on 

their bellies! “You fed us once, feed us again! Here we are 

now, entertain us! Give us another sign, Jesus, if you really 

are Who You say You are! Do it again!!! What work do YOU 

work? Moses fed our fathers in the desert for 40 years, and 

they called it bread from heaven. And Moses sent it every 

day!” 

“32 Then Jesus said unto them, Verily, verily, I say unto 

you, Moses gave you not that bread from heaven; but my 

Father giveth you the true bread from heaven. 33 For the 

bread of God is he which cometh down from heaven, and 

giveth life unto the world.”  

On the surface it looks like Jesus is contradicting 

scripture, because the Lord told Moses He would rain bread 

from heaven. And in the context of the wilderness and in the 

minds of the people, it came from heaven. But they were 

completely flesh-minded, both the Israelites in Exodus as well 

as the people who were with Jesus. They did not know 

heaven is really another “principle,” an existence “apart” from 

this one, yet in co-existence with everything. In modern 

terms, it is another dimension, but we cannot think of that as 

physical according to anything we know, as if we could build 

a machine to transport us there.  

The crowd thought it was some place up in the sky, or on 

top of Sinai. So what Jesus is really saying to the crowd in 
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John 6, is that the manna in the wilderness represented the 

True Bread from heaven, which did not come from a physical 

place in a physical way, but came “out of heaven,” of Spirit, 

in Spirit and by Spirit. It was from a completely “other” place, 

and was of a completely “other” quality from anything they 

had ever known or experienced before.  

 

II. Who the Bread Is 

 

John 6:34 “Then said they unto him, Lord, evermore give 

us this bread.” 

Still seeing it in a fleshly way, they have an enthusiasm to 

have that bread, but it seems plain that another thing Jesus 

told them, actually the MAIN thing, just flew over their heads 

– “I am the bread of life.” They are still wanting the bread of 

THIS life. They think maybe they could have a basket of 

bread that never runs out, like magic.  

“35 And Jesus said unto them, I am the bread of life: he 

that cometh to me shall never hunger; and he that believeth 

on me shall never thirst. 36 But I said unto you, That ye also 

have seen me, and believe not.” 

Jesus begins to really crank it up here. 

“Ye also have seen Me, and believe not.” It may seem to 

be getting the cart before the horse, but Jesus' point is that 

they arrived in unbelief, observed in unbelief, desired in 
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unbelief, and judged in unbelief. They could not see because 

they did not believe. They believed in the miracles in the 

same way they probably believed in magic. There were other 

“preachers” with supposed miraculous powers around in 

those days, e.g., “Simon the sorcerer” mentioned in Acts 8. 

Nevertheless, the “Spirit aspect,” which Jesus was 

demonstrated and to which He was pointing, was foreign to 

them.) 

They saw only the physical signs and wonders, and that 

was all. They saw the Man, Jesus, too, but they only saw Him 

according to the flesh and how hooking up with Him might be 

some advantage to them. He was only another man to them, 

but they knew He had the power, and they wanted it, or at 

least its results!  

Therefore, their total focus on the flesh completely 

blinded them to the Real Miracle. It was invisible, non-

existent to them. (It was not something God “did” to them as 

a punishment for not believing. It was simply the “nature” of 

what held them, which was the “wrath” nature, as Paul 

mentioned in Eph 2:3.) 

Understand, this is not just a one-time event, but also a 

principle. When we dwell in darkness we cannot see Him or 

know Him. As long as we hold the darkness (independent 

self-will) as primary, our inner eyes are completely blinded to 

the True Light from Heaven. Nor can we escape the darkness, 

by any of our own resources! 
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Only A Person Can Love 

Nevertheless, not to worry! Something incredible happens 

in the Eternal! A miracle occurs! The miracle is Love!! That is 

why and how we know God is Person, I AM, because Love 

cannot come from any source other than “Person.” Only a 

person can Love. If the universe existed and operated on 

pure logic, the ultimate of reason, clockwork, precision, 

everything perfectly working so that accurate predictions can 

be made for its continual working and growing, yet if it is 

without Love, it is only a machine, a facsimile of life. Only a 

person can Love, and there is no Love without life.  

The reason I say that Love is a “miracle,” is that there is 

no logical reason for Love to exist – not divine “other-Love,” 

agape “I-will-die-to-give-you-life” Love. Science can figure 

almost everything else out, but there is no “Love” in science. 

The physical universe is an outward working of the inner true 

universe, and to eyes that see, “Love” is everywhere 

represented and displayed in the physical from sub-atomic 

particles to giant swirling galaxies 10 trillion light-years from 

earth.  

In the physical, however, there is no tangible proof of this 

“other-Love.” This world's science deals only with facts and 

formulas confirmed by measurable experiments. I am not 

criticizing science, for I am fascinated at the material universe 

in which the Lord God placed us, but it is the nature of 

science to only deal with things that can be quantified or 
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measured. “God” is not of that category of measurable 

“things,” even though He is everywhere present in the 

Wholeness of Himself, and by Him all things consist. Still, 

human science can never “discover” God, even though we are 

surrounded and immersed in every evidence of God that 

could possibly be in a physical universe.  

The things scientists discover, however, are physical laws 

and manifestations of the Eternal God's thoughts and mind 

that He spoke into existence by His Word. Even in this vast 

seemingly limitless physical world, His wonders are past 

finding out! Science keeps discovering greater and greater 

depths in the unseen invisible world of atoms, electrons, 

protons and smaller and smaller particles and phenomena on 

down into the infinitesimally small, so that there seems to be 

no limit to how “small” things can be. On the other hand, 

looking outward to interstellar and intergalactic space, where 

the distances without are so vast and far reaching no 

imagination of man can perceive it – it breaks my mind to 

consider it! – even there we have found no limit, only the 

limit of our measuring devices.  

A universe running on logic alone can theoretically work. 

As they said of the Nazis, “At least they made the trains run 

on time.” And logic is like law – break it and there are dire 

consequences. Love breaks logic, and in a sense, messes up 

the beautiful and orderly universe that logic thinks it has 

made and it should be. Logic reasons that everything would 

work like clockwork if we were not interrupted or driven by 
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some silly variable called “Love.” Love is an intrusion into 

such an orderly world.  

But Love just shows up, Love full of Grace, Love full of 

hope, Love full of encouragement and most importantly, Love 

without judgment. The whole world is the exact opposite – 

we are always braced for the next crisis because that is the 

nature of this world! But Grace and Love are ultimately not 

“of” this world – and therefore Grace and Love are totally 

unbelievable surprises simply coming “out of the blue!” We 

are always surprised by Love and Grace coming in their true 

form! Life often conditions us to think we do not deserve that 

kind of joy and peace. But, as C.S. Lewis wrote about his 

marriage late in life, he was “Surprised by Joy.”  

Most things are predicable, but Love is not, other than we 

can only expect it to be what it is. Sometimes it shows up 

where it is least expected, and when it is least expected. 

There are people, places and situations where righteousness, 

truth, and even wisdom sometimes cannot or will not go. 

Sometimes folks in those places get their dander up when 

righteousness, truth and wisdom come in the door. Love, 

however, needs no invitation, and can get through many a 

closed door that its brothers cannot. Not many can withstand 

Love's fire, which is not a passion to possess the other, but a 

passion to light the same fire in the other.  

Love is more powerful than darkness because it can 

burrow through the murky depths where Light cannot 

penetrate. Then the Spirit, along with divine righteousness, 
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truth and wisdom, follows on the path Love has blazed, 

breaking through our strong barrier of self-will. coming from 

within us out of the other principle (heaven), and by some 

means awakens us when we are in darkness to a hunger for 

the Light, along with a growing hope to escape the wrath that 

rages and constantly speaks accusation and judgment in us in 

our captivity. Something has stirred us, and somehow 

something about the life we have been living seems false, 

and the hope of freedom begins to grow. We did not know, 

as the crowd with Jesus did not know, that we were 

“opposing ourselves,” that the entire life we had been living 

until Jesus Christ, we were caught in the “snare of the devil, 

who are taken captive by him at his will.” (2 Tim 2:25,26).  

Think of Jesus walking boldly into the house of Matthew, 

to make merry with his friends and party guests. (Jesus here 

is being exactly what Paul instructs Timothy in the same 

passage above, 2 Tim 2:24 – “And the servant of the Lord 

must not strive; but be gentle unto all men, apt to teach, 

patient, in meekness instructing ...”)  

Jesus walks in with no hint of “holier than thou” or 

frowning disapproval. He may have encountered some rowdy 

and bawdy behavior.  If He was there, “loving the sinner but 

hating the sin,” (as some modern evangelicals like to say), 

there was no hint of hating anything in His demeanor. He 

simply had a genuine love for Matthew and his guests. They 

all heard Grace and Love speak kindly to them, instead of 

judging them and predicting ruin. As it is written, “Beyond 

Jordan, in Galilee of the nations. The people that walked in 
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darkness have seen a great light: they that dwell in the land 

of the shadow of death, upon them hath the light shined.” 

(Isaiah 9:1,2) 

(That would have been quite a party to have attended!) 

Jesus was just living what Love does. Suddenly, even 

while we are yet in darkness, a Light can somehow come on 

of its own accord, and ignite in us an inner change of 

direction! (It did for me!!!) As we are led and drawn out of 

darkness by the Light of the brightest noonday sun, like 

Lazarus at the door of his tomb, we are made wholly new 

again! We have come out of the old Jerusalem to which Jesus 

said, “O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, which killest the prophets, and 

stonest them that are sent unto thee; how often would I have 

gathered thy children together, as a hen doth gather her 

brood under her wings, and ye would not! 35 Behold, your 

house is left unto you desolate. and verily I say unto you, Ye 

shall not see me, until the time come when ye shall say, 

Blessed is he that cometh in the name of the Lord.”  (Luke 

13:34; Luke 13:34, 35). 

The Time Has Come! 

We are desolate no longer, because we have been 

removed from the old Jerusalem and translated into the new, 

so that by the Spirit we now shout, “Blessed is He that comes 

in the Name of the Lord!”  

However, the bulk of the crowd that day, the day He 

spoke of Himself as the Living Bread, were not yet at that 
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point. The day before they thought they had Him figured out, 

and were ready to make Him their king! But that day, hearing 

His explanation of what the previous day's miracles meant, 

and that He had not provided a meal for that day, too, they 

began to turn on their yesterday's king.  

Jesus is undaunted, however. He goes on: 

“37 All that the Father giveth me shall come to me; and 

him that cometh to me I will in no wise cast out.”  

At this point, for a moment Jesus leaves the argument. 

Even though the bulk of the people appeared to not “hear” 

Him, (THAT day, but many seeds were sown and many may 

have come up another day), He nevertheless went on with 

the words from the Spirit for that day. Everything He is saying 

is the True Water of Life to these people! His Love is gushing 

out of the depths of God's Love out of His own being, shed 

abroad by the Holy Spirit through the unbounded heart of 

Jesus Christ. Let those who hear come to Me, He is saying. 

And everyone who comes to Me, He goes on to say, I will 

never cast out! (That is VERY good news!) 

“Come to Me,” He said. What does that mean? Well, 

exactly what the words say. There is no cloaked meaning 

here. I do not think Jesus was operating under any other 

reality than the immediacy of the Holy Spirit and oneness in 

will with the Father. He was not operating out of any sort of 

“doctrinal position,” but only out of Love and Truth in the 

temporal and the Eternal. “The Son can do nothing of Himself 

…. The Father that dwelleth in Me, He doeth the works.” That 

is Jesus' “doctrine!” 
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I do not know why there has been almost a movement 

these days to discount “choosing,” or “receiving” Christ, or 

making a “decision for Christ,” and I think this “Come to me” 

phrase would be in that category. The general idea, I think, 

that spurs it, is the truth that all these things are solidified in 

the Eternal, gifts of Grace, everything done and completed in 

the “finished work of the Cross,” and it is “true” without our 

will or our choice or any other human-side activity, because, 

to that way of thinking, it might be legalism or self-works or 

pride to say, “We believe, or “We come,” or, “We receive.” 

So to quell the first concern, that confessing or choosing 

or receiving might be anti-grace or even prideful, the truth is 

“No one can call Jesus Lord except by the Holy Spirit.” (1 Cor 

12:3) – and that goes for all that other stuff, too. Does 

anyone hear that? YOU CANNOT DO IT UNLESS HE DOES IT 

IN YOU! SO IF YOU FIND YOURSELF “CHOOSING HIM,” IT IS 

HE, OR GRACE, BEC AUSE GRACE IS HE, WHO DOES IT! 

Nevertheless, it is you, because you and He are one.  

At the very moment of conception, “calling Jesus Lord,” it 

is a union act! Without realizing it, “The Father that dwelled 

in us before we called, He did the works!” Rather than being 

“prideful” to make such a statement, in actuality it can only 

be made in the greatest humility, because, at least for that 

moment (though many more will be coming) the Holy Spirit 

comes into our immediate emptiness and fills our mouths 

with His words. Therefore, when the time comes to say it or 

receive or decide this or that, the Grace is there operated in 
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and by the Spirit to do that saying or receiving or deciding, 

but we are not left out of the picture, as if we only exist as 

observers. No, it is US doing all that saying, receiving and 

deciding (but it is HIM [in us as us])!!!! 

“Come to me,” or, “Whosoever shall call upon the name 

of the Lord,” are ways the things of God are cinched, made 

concrete, in us, not in the Lord. He does not need our faith, 

or our word, our permission, our deciding or our receiving. So 

if He does not need it – He knows the heart before the mouth 

speaks! – then it is for us!  

All the power in the universe is concentrated in the Word, 

and part of our growing up is the Spirit teaching us inwardly 

about the power of the Word and our usage of it. And by 

power and our usage of it, I am meaning that in its broadest 

sense. Only the Spirit can interpret that personally within us, 

since we each have different gifts and different ways we use 

our gifts, all taught of the Lord! 

Through Faith That Works By Love 

Faith is how everything works, in the natural as well as 

the spiritual. Who would expect a taxi to stop and pick him up 

if he does not hail a cab or call the service? If a man asks a 

woman to marry him, does he not expect an answer? Would 

they be considered married if she never answers? Of course 

not!  

Of course that is not our lot in Christ. He has taken us on 

a journey. The journey is Him, learning “Him.” And at least 

the first part of the journey is plain old-fashioned school – no, 
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not seminary or Bible school – but the school of the Spirit. 

(Not that one could not or should not attend seminary or 

Bible school. The “School of the Spirit” works there as well.) 

It could also be called, “The School of Faith,” or “The School 

of Christ,” because those two aspects are the foundation of 

our Spirit education. The Spirit’s main work in this stage, as it 

concerns us particularly, is to “form Christ in us.” [Gal 4:19].)  

When we come into our “majority” so to speak in our 

Spirit life, from then on we are persons running in full bore, in 

total possession of ourselves in the Lord. “The house of Jacob 

shall possess their possessions.” (Obad 1:17b). The Spirit 

through Life teaches and upholds us – we do not even know 

it is happening most of the time – but one day it occurs to us 

by the Spirit, that He has grown us up, and we realize He has 

been feeding us meat! “But strong meat belongeth to them 

that are of full age, even those who by reason of use have 

their senses exercised to discern both good and evil.” (Heb 

5:14).  

We are perhaps inwardly timid and even appearing that 

way outwardly, but nonetheless it is the truth that we are 

able to find through Christ in us, that we have an inner 

dynamo of divine creative energy and power. We discover 

that it is available to bless the world springing up in our inner 

selves where God lives, that spills out into the countryside 

wherever we are and in all we do!  

It is all for this glorious privilege we have been given, to 

be the Sons of God. This is how the Sons operate in the 
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kingdom. By the Word. As Jesus quoted to the enemy: “Man 

doth not live by bread only, but by every word that 

proceedeth out of the mouth of the LORD doth man live.” 

(Deut 8:3). We will come back to this “word” issue a little 

later. 

John 6:38 “For I came down from heaven, not to do mine 

own will, but the will of him that sent me.” 

This is one of Jesus' major issues – the will of the Father. 

His daily Life is about nothing else. He says in many ways He 

has no life of His own. He does not even have a house or a 

room He can call home. He exists to do the will of Another – 

not a far-off Another – but Another Who is the Same as, yet 

the Source of and greater than, the Son.  

Several times in His conversations He brings the will of 

the Father to the forefront. Once, at the door of a house 

where He was teaching, when someone pointed out that His 

mother, sisters, brothers, cousins, etc., were waiting for him 

without, Jesus waved His hand over the whole gathering, 

saying that His mother, cousin, brother, sister etc., may not 

be blood relatives at all, but were those who did the will of 

the Father.  

My favorite is what He said to the disciples when they 

brought Him lunch from Sychar, where He had been chatting 

with a woman at Jacob's well.  

“We have some food for you, Rabbi!”  

In typical Jesus fashion, instead of saying, “Well, let's get 

it out and chow down!” He first said, “I have meat to eat that 

ye know not of.” (Jn 4).  
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Again, that stumped the disciples. “Somebody else must 

have brought Him something,” they speculated among 

themselves. But Jesus silenced their speculations when He 

explained, “My meat is to do the will of Him Who sent Me, 

and finish His work.” Another “Word.” 

To Do the Will of Him Who Sent Me 

I cannot stress the literal truth of these words boldly 

enough. He was not expressing an inspirational devotional 

thought, something for an evangelical coffee-table book. To 

Jesus, “To do the will of Him Who sent me,” was literally His 

food, His sustenance. “My meat,” He had called it at Sychar. 

The hunger of the Love of the Spirit was greater in Him than 

His mere body's needs. Whether He ate a meal or not, the 

Spirit quickened Him body and soul. His body could live from 

the Life of the Spirit within and it did.  

(I will interject here, that these things I am describing 

about Jesus, through Him become our realities as well. Years 

ago it came to me to believe and confess for myself Jesus' 

word about Himself: “My meat is to do the will of Him Who 

sent Me, and finish His work.” The Truth regarding Jesus 

goes full circle and God's Word has accomplished the purpose 

for which it was sent, when it becomes the Truth regarding 

us – in other words, when we ourselves in Him KNOW as we 

are KNOWN. Christ “formed” – come to maturity, adulthood – 

in US! And even that is only another step or place of faith, 

that has nothing to do with our humanity or our years, but 
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only as we come to the faith of it by the Spirit and in His 

time, and as the Spirit leads every day, from faith to faith.) 

Next He really throws a curve-ball with this shocking 

statement: “For I came down from heaven.” There was no 

way the flesh-minded crowd could handle that statement! 

What could it mean? 

The more I “know,” the greater the Mystery of Jesus 

Christ becomes. As much as I have endeavored over the 

years to identify with the humanity of Jesus, and have 

encouraged others to the same, (and I do not take back any 

of it), there is this “other” aspect to Him, which for the 

moment I will call the “came-down-from-heaven” aspect.  

Stuff like walking on water. Had He practiced that before? 

What about being on top of a mountain, speaking with Moses 

and Elijah about His upcoming “passion,” completely 

transfigured in Light? What could they possibly have said to 

Him?  

When was the last time I did that – went up onto a 

mountaintop and became transfigured with Divine Light? Not 

ever, that I know of! 

Being attended by angels in the wilderness, money out of 

a fish's mouth to pay the Temple tax, needing neither a 

bridge nor a boat to cross a sea – that is not my normal run-

of-the-mill daily life!  

(However, I will go on record now to say I believe that 

every one of those deeds attributed to Jesus in the gospels, 

actually happened. I do not think the apostles were liars or 

pitchmen, nor is this collection of stories a fluffed-up version 
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of what really happened. Nor do I accept the premise that the 

stories about Jesus are mostly allegorical. I accept it all as 

fact and truth, though they do have some allegorical 

elements that I accept as intended by the Spirit. 

Nevertheless, I am not here to discuss miracles, so I will 

leave that for the moment.) 

What does He mean, He “came down from heaven”? This 

touches an issue, a “doctrinal” one, I suppose we could call it, 

but I prefer the word “Truth” regarding what I have to say. In 

my pre-Christ days of looking around in eastern thought, one 

of the terms that kept surfacing, was “Christ-consciousness.” 

In eastern thinking, “Christ consciousness” was really 

something “separate” from men, so that Jesus was just one 

of a number who had “attained” the “Christ consciousness,” 

making “Christ” and “Jesus” two separate entities, both 

dwelling together as one, in the human body of Jesus of 

Nazareth.  

But almost from the first moment I began my Life in 

Jesus, I knew there was no separation whatsoever between 

the two. They were, and are, one and the same. Peter said to 

Jesus, and others did as well, “Thou art THE Christ, THE Son 

of the Living God.” There is no other Who can be called “THE” 

Christ. He is the exclusive, only “begotten” FULL SON of the 

Father, and all the rest of humanity to whom He was sent as 

Son of Man, only find Christ in themselves through Jesus THE 

Christ. There is no separation between Jesus the Man and 

“Christ” the anointing, for they are inseparably and eternally 
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ONE, and as One, He, Jesus Christ IS the same yesterday, 

today and forever. (Heb 13:8). That is why, at times in the 

Gospels, Jesus seems to express almost a “pre-memory” of 

heaven, as if He can remember as a “man,” His previous 

“state” in heaven with the Father. This is completely outside 

our ken. His role as “Lion of the Tribe of Judah” in Revelation 

puts this in perspective: 

“And I saw a strong angel proclaiming with a loud voice, 

Who is worthy to open the book, and to loose the seals 

thereof? 3 And no man in heaven, nor in earth, neither under 

the earth, was able to open the book, neither to look thereon. 

4 And I wept much, because no man was found worthy to 

open and to read the book, neither to look thereon. 5 And 

one of the elders saith unto me, Weep not: behold, the Lion 

of the tribe of Judah, the Root of David, hath prevailed to 

open the book, and to loose the seven seals thereof.” (Rev 

5:2-5) 

A MAN To Open The Book 

They were looking for a MAN to open the book in heaven. 

Let us understand the “time” here in this scene in heaven. It 

is outside of time, which means the scene we are given to 

see is eternal. Everything in Revelation has this quality to it as 

the Apostle writes in the introduction: “Grace be unto you, 

and peace, from him which is, and which was, and which is to 

come.” (Rev 1:4) 

So in this timeless time in heaven, they are looking for a 

Man – and behold, there is one there Who is worthy! Jesus, 
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the Root and Offspring of David, He is there, in that timeless 

realm, and He is the One, the MAN required to do the job, to 

restore BY man that which had been lost BY man. 

Why do I say that, since it is obvious that we are restored 

by God? How could it be restored by man, and why is that 

necessary? We will only mention this briefly. The answer to 

the first question is obvious: Emmanuel, God “with” us in 

synoptic Gospel terms. One with the Father, Son and Spirit, in 

Johannine terms. Christ in us one Spirit with Him, in Pauline 

terms.  The same Overcomer, Conqueror, Son of God in 

Heaven, emptied Himself of Divine Rights and entered the 

world as a man the way all men do, as an infant conceived 

and nurtured in its mother's womb, until the day it is brought 

out into the light and the beginnings of self-conscious 

existence. He is the Redeemer, the Salvation, the Promise, 

the Messiah, the Christ, the WORD of God, yet in the manger 

He sleeps just like any other baby. He is the MAN Who does 

not give us salvation, but IS SALVATION!  

The reason it is necessary that it is by Man we are 

redeemed and restored, is that “MAN” is where the problem 

is, not in the Father. The Father does not need redemption or 

restoration, nor does man need just a declaration or a “belief” 

in a future redemption and restoration. What God decrees 

must come into reality, into form, and Man alone cannot 

make that happen. Yet Spirit does not remain invisible and 

unmanifest, but always seeks toward manifestation, starting 

with the Father begetting the Only Begotten Son, and 
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through Him, all other things. Therefore, salvation must occur 

IN Man, for Man to have any benefit of it, or in other words, 

it must be God in Christ IN Man, since God in Christ in us, is 

Himself our Salvation.   

 

III. Speaking The Truth 

We will start with a review of what Jesus was teaching up 

to this point. I firmly want to stress the fact that Jesus was 

not putting these people down when He was telling them 

they were not seeing, and therefore not believing. It was 

exactly what they needed to hear. A charlatan would have 

milked the crowd, and certainly not purposely offended it, 

since a charlatan is always out for himself.  

But Jesus always simply spoke the Truth and let the chips 

fall. Even though He knew most of them were not and could 

not “get it,” yet, He knew it was only a matter of time, after 

the finishing of His business in Jerusalem, that what they 

needed to “get it,” would be everlastingly provided when the 

Promise of the Father came. He was The Holy Spirit, the 

Comforter, The Spirit of Truth, proceeding from the Father, 

poured out on all flesh on the Day of Pentecost, and dwelling 

in union in and with all who believe. 

Therefore, He spoke these things, knowing that most of 

them could not really hear because they had yet to find their 

hearing ears and saw only flesh. Nevertheless, He spoke 

these things anyway because He knew another day would 
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come, not too far off, that many of the seeds He cast would 

come up and grow to fruition – a number like the grains of 

sand in all the seas, or the uncountable stars in the panorama 

of the whole night sky! (I just saw a documentary that said 

that in the Milky Way alone [our galaxy], there are an 

estimated 100 BILLION stars, and that beyond our galaxy, 

there are BILLIONS more galaxies out there, each with 100+ 

BILLIONS of stars in them, too! So the Lord God is talking 

about a LARGE NUMBER of folks!) 

Onto our task. 

“27 Do not work for the food which perishes, but for the 

food which endures to eternal life, which the Son of Man will 

give to you, for on Him the Father, God, has set His seal.” 

There is a very great sense that this is quite literal. Oh, it 

is figurative also, but where it is literal is that it hearkens all 

the way back to Adam. And what He is offering them is a 

reversal of what Adam and Eve faced and by which they fell 

in the Garden.  

Jesus has gone outside the Gates of Paradise, out where 

the people live. When He finds His people, every one sent by 

The Father, by what He says and does, by His 

accomplishment according to the Father, Jesus is eternally 

called both Lord and Christ. In being eternally titled “Lord and 

Christ,” His Word to the Apostles is fulfilled, that He Himself 

IS the Way, IS the Truth and IS the Life. And therefore, from 

that time, in each successive generation, the Word of Promise 

goes out to all who will hear and receive, “I am the door. If 
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anyone enters through Me, he will be saved, and will go in 

and out, and find pasture.” (Jn 10:9) 

 

“To God be the glory, great things He has done; 

So loved He the world that He gave us His Son, 

Who yielded His life an atonement for sin, 

And opened the life gate that all may go in.”  

(Fanny Crosby) 

 

Adam and Eve started in the Paradise of God but did not 

yet know their surroundings. They fell, as we all know, when 

they ate the fruit of death. Or, using Jesus' metaphor, when 

they ate the bread of death. They willingly disobeyed (having 

been fooled by the trickster), but they had no concept of its 

consequences or how far-reaching they would be, because 

what they ate took them over, and took them into the 

darkness of self-will, suspicion and fear, and all their 

descendants after them.  

In the Fullness of Time 

But when Jesus comes, it is the opposite. They have 

fallen, the whole race, and now Jesus has come to bring them 

back in. The fullness of time came, and at the right moment 

He appeared in our world, in our human history, something 

which no “transcendent” God could do. (That which is 

“universal” cannot appear in any “one” place.) But here He 

has arrived in Galilee and Judea in the time of the Romans, 

during the reign of Caesar Octavius Augustus. Right at that 
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moment, recorded in the second chapter of Luke, “And there 

went out a decree from Caesar Augustus …,” man's own 

records and memories put down and preserved over time – 

history; and the story of redemption, starting with Adam and 

continuing through Abraham and on and on – met together in 

the unfolding of the “plan of God.” Human recorded history 

and the ongoing plan of God met in Jesus Christ.  

Therefore, Jesus enters the world in a verifiable, well-

recorded time in human history. That is significant. Regarding 

the pre-world of Adam, and the ancient world of the 

patriarchs even on down to King David, verifying history, in 

human terms, is “iffy.”  

But Jesus comes on the scene IN our history. He is a 

verifiable character of human history, not a mythological 

legend of pre-history. We have the testimonies of some of the 

actual witnesses who saw Him, both before His death and 

after His resurrection. They are the ones who gave their 

whole lives over to His cause, every one of them suffering 

great personal harm along with martyr's deaths for many, 

solely because they testified of the miraculous Life they had 

seen and heard, and would not recant. By them the whole 

world has been made witness!  

Now, some say, and it is true, that there are no “official” 

records or notations of any kind that have been found from 

that time, which verify Jesus' actual existence. However, He is 

the subject of so many other “unofficial” documents and 

stories from those days that it is plain to see THEY thought 
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He actually existed. And I, one lone voice 2000 years after He 

walked in Galilee, testify that indeed He does live, that indeed 

He did die upon the Cross, and that indeed He was raised 

again the third day.  

I can testify to the truth of all that, not because of the 

evidence of scholars or even the witness of the Apostles, but 

because of what took place in me more than four decades 

ago, and has continued taking place since that very moment. 

What took place was that I discovered – or rather I would say 

it was shown to me – that He is alive NOW, and what He said 

would happen if I opened the door and let Him in, that He 

would come in and eat supper with me, He HAS done! 

Therefore, CERTAINLY He exists, because I could have never 

been the manufacturer of the Life in which I have lived all 

these years. As the Apostle John wrote: “He that believeth on 

the Son of God hath the witness in himself.” (1 Jn 5:10). 

The press questioned Billy Graham in England once in the 

1960s, just after the controversial book, God Is Dead, came 

out. A reporter asked Billy if he thought God was dead.  

Billy replied, “No, I know He isn't dead.” 

“How do you know?” the reporter quizzed further. 

Billy answered, “Because I just had a talk with Him this 

morning!” 

“He that believeth on the Son of God hath the witness in 

himself.” 

And as I said above, Jesus is doing exactly the opposite 

thing from the Tempter’s antics in the Garden. The Serpent 

tempted Adam and Eve to partake of the flesh and live of it. 
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That was what the Tree was all about. And when I say “of the 

flesh,” I do not mean they were thinking that after they ate it, 

they were going to get into a whole bunch of debauchery. “Of 

the flesh,” simply means they bought the lie that eating the 

fruit would give them enlightenment regarding all things, and 

make them as wise as God, like little independent gods unto 

themselves.  

The Lamb Slain 

The reason the “lights went out” in both Adam and Eve, is 

that their choice – the flesh (outer world) and their own 

individual selfhood (inner world), under the hidden control of 

a new harsh taskmaster – immediately took them into the 

opposite of that from which they came. They had been 

created in the image of God, God Who is Love, and whose 

primary “symbol” of Himself is a “Lamb slain in the midst of 

the Throne” from the foundations of the earth. (Rev 5:6)  

A lamb is one of the most helpless creatures on earth. It 

does not even have the power to protect or defend itself from 

a predator. Why is the eternal symbol of the Living God a 

“helpless lamb,” rather than a “roaring lion,” a symbol of 

power and the ability to subdue?  

Because the Lamb lives to give its life that others might 

live. Hints of the Lamb begin in the earliest days when they 

used animal sacrifices. The greatest precursor of “The Lamb” 

was the night of the Passover in Egypt. They were about to 

take that journey from Egypt, that would end 40 years later in 
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the Land of Promise. They did two things with the Lamb that 

night. First, when they killed the Lamb – and it was there to 

be killed just as Jesus came to be killed – they took some of 

its blood, and painted it on the sides and upper crossbeams 

of the door. That way the “Angel of Death” would “pass over” 

them, and death would not visit that house. Which is exactly 

what the blood of the Lamb does when it is smeared all over 

us.  

But moreover, the Lamb was also their meal, along with 

bitter herbs and unleavened bread! The Lamb's purpose was 

not only washing their sins off the outside. Consuming the 

Lamb meant they had made Him their inner sustenance, the 

“Lamb in them” for the strength for their journey. (Exodus 

12) 

Therefore, even as the Serpent tempted them downward 

toward the flesh, the Son of Man comes to draw them 

upward toward the Spirit. The Serpent enticed them with lies. 

Jesus told them the Truth, and stirred up in them the Seed of 

the Woman, the Seed of Abraham, the True Israel of God. 

The Serpent pointed to a Tree, a Tree which represented 

tasting the outer world, the delights and pleasures of self-

knowledge, self-indulgence and self-deification. The Son of 

Man was Himself the Tree of Life, growing in midst of the 

Garden* – the fruit of which Adam and Eve had never taken a 

bite, before the day of their departure from Paradise. *(The 

“midst of the Garden,” where the Tree of Life grows and also 

the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil, is in us. We are 

the Garden.) 
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Therefore, Jesus has come, but it is a real uphill battle, 

since no one has any memory of Paradise, and for the most 

part would scoff at such a notion. Understand, while it is the 

eventual end, I am not talking about just “going to heaven 

when you die.” It is about MUCH more than that! I am talking 

about being restored to Divine Life, heavenly life, the original 

image which was lost, but now in Christ is found! I am 

speaking of NOW – not hereafter! Entering the Life that Paul 

called, “our conversation in heaven.” (Phil 3:20)  

It is sad that so great a majority of the church has made 

the faith to be primarily concerned with “going to heaven” 

when we die. It is actually what I would call a “disconnect,” 

with salvation something we have in our back-pocket to pull 

out when the time comes that we need it – at the “Pearly 

Gates!” Like your voter registration card. NO!!!!! 

Salvation Is A Life 

The “Salvation of the Lord” is a LIFE, not a result of a 

decision to ensure our “ticket to heaven,” or signing our name 

to a particular theology. One translation of Jesus, or Joshua 

or Y'eshua (all the same name), is “Salvation” or “Salvation of 

God.” Salvation is not something we “have,” or something we 

“get,” but His LIFE that we live all day every day! HE is 

Salvation, and we, too, ARE Salvation, for the life we live in 

Him is salvation revealed and walking around in the flesh of 

you and me.  
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This is what Jesus is offering to them, not just a “ticket to 

heaven,” that we keep for later, while we go on living a flesh-

only life, but a Spirit life lived in righteousness and love, in 

rest poured out of our innermost beings in flood-stage rivers 

of Living Water, flooding the whole countryside around us! 

However, all anyone has ever known for all time is this 

mostly common complete MIS-understanding of ourselves 

and the rest of the people in the world, that we are all 

completely separate beings, each of us living in our own 

separated little protected self-existence. And likewise, from 

the days of Cain and Abel until now the world has been, 

“Take care of ol' number one first,” “Dog-eat-dog,” “Get yours 

before those other guys do,” “back-stabbing,” murder, 

betrayal, etc. Sure, there are wonderful people in the world, 

God people, many not yet knowing it – actually some truly 

wonderful people here and there, but a great percentage of 

the world lives in the continual foment of, “I want my rights 

and my stuff and yours, too, if I can get it, so, screw you!” 

That is the history of the human experience.  

But their misunderstanding is not only the self stuff, 

though the other things are products of the self stuff. What I 

am speaking of here is inner consciousness, which in my 

usage means sort of an amalgamation of Spirit knowledge, 

Spirit understanding and Spirit wisdom, that resides in our 

inner selves, and by which we live, according to the 

understanding.  

Now, it is the Father, Son and Holy Spirit Who operate us 

and by Whom we operate, and as we go through our lives, 
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growing and learning in and of Him, there is a certain amount 

we do by our “understanding,” and there is a certain amount 

we do in mystery. We do what we do but we do not 

necessarily know the reason, other than we trust the Father.  

Paul's talks about prayer in Romans 8 and 1 Corinthians 

14. Sometimes he prays with “the understanding,” i.e., his 

conscious understanding of himself and God in Himself and 

perhaps “specific” prayers, prayers for things for which the 

Spirit has moved him to pray. And other times he says he has 

no understandings of what He prays or why, only that it is the 

Spirit by Him in groanings which cannot be uttered, or just 

“tongues” without understanding. I know some interpret the 

“groanings which cannot be uttered,” in Romans 8 to refer to 

“speaking in other tongues,” but I have known far too many 

people, who by their own testimony that they have never 

spoken in tongues, but nevertheless have this same spiritual 

reality Paul describes in their lives, too – “groanings which 

cannot be uttered.” I could not possibly say those people do 

not “have” the Spirit. After all, “tongues” are uttered – these 

“groanings” are not! This is talking about something that 

cannot be spoken in words. (Btw – I do “speak in tongues,” 

and have for 40+ years.) 

So just taking it down to its deepest simplicity – the 

people have been eating the false bread of the Fall, and 

because of that there is a famine of the word of God in the 

land.  
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God Did Not Send the Famine 

God did not send the famine as some sort of punishment. 

Just as the father didn’t conspire with the people in the “far 

country,” where his prodigal son spent his inheritance in 

“riotous living.” It is just that the “natural” consequence of 

eating the false bread, bread with no real sustenance, no true 

nutrition, is obese flesh. The best you can say about it from a 

modern diet perspective, is that this flesh bread is like snack 

foods or fast food, and in the flesh it has the same effect 

such food has in the Spirit. It causes one to become obese. I 

am not speaking regarding our physical bodies here and 

drawing a correlation between fleshly obesity and spiritual 

obesity. Spiritually, the whole world is full of obese flesh 

people, no matter whether they are fat or skinny on the 

outside. It is the inside that counts! That is why Jesus said it 

was impossible for a rich man to enter heaven, (qualifying it a 

little later by saying, “but what is impossible with men is 

possible with God.”)  

However, the analogy He gives is someone trying to 

squeeze through the eye of a needle, and they cannot get 

themselves down that small. Jesus is not talking about the 

accumulation of human wealth or of weight on our bodies. 

The “rich man” is the man rich in self, who has “many 

possessions” (self-possessions), too fat in the flesh, too fat in 

himself, and is just too big to squeeze through that tiny 

opening.  
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The only way to enter is to let all the other stuff go. That 

is tough! Just like the “rich young ruler” who went away sad, 

thinking he could not give up all his possessions, i.e., his daily 

“food of death.” We are all born addicts! It does not matter 

whether we are addicted to drugs or alcohol or other things 

people call addiction. The “world” is our alcohol or our drug 

that we cannot give up, and our greatest “possession,” is our 

own selfhood itself, which is the deepest seated and most 

hidden addiction behind all the other addictions, as well as 

the cause of all of them! The rich young ruler was addicted to 

his many possessions which were all just extensions of his 

spiritually obese self, from which he could find no means of 

escape. The world is full of these “rich young rulers,” because 

it has nothing to do, as I said above, with human wealth. 

Poor and rich alike are all rich young rulers addicted to their 

appearances and their independence, and cannot let them go 

– without divine intervention! And calling on the Lord brings 

that intervention! 

“29 Jesus answered and said unto them, This is the work 

of God, that ye believe on him whom he hath sent.” 
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IV. Faith And Its Works 

“Created Unto Good Works” 

There WAS a way, however, and Jesus has come to show 

it to them, and accomplish it in them. It is the way of faith.  

But let's start with the word, “work.” Work is not a dirty 

word, nor is it an enemy to grace or faith. I looked up every 

English version of the Bible available to me, and every version 

used the word “work” in this passage. Jesus meant that very 

word. 

Jesus said He worked. All the time. In John 9:4, He says, 

“I must work the works of Him that sent me, while it is day: 

the night cometh, when no man can work.” He made several 

statements like that. He had stuff pressing on Him to do, and 

He knew He must be about it. He has what I have called the 

“divine unction,” or the “divine must.”  

This is not something of the flesh, but of the Spirit. It is 

God moving inwardly in us toward something specific. Jesus 

told the disciples: “But I have a baptism to be baptized with; 

and how am I straitened till it be accomplished!” The 

“baptism” He refers to is the Cross. Mental health workers 

would have said He was obsessed. He described Himself as 

“straitened” until His mission was accomplished. “Straitened” 

means His life was confined and forced into this narrow 

passage that led only to Jerusalem, the Cross, the 

Resurrection, the Day of Pentecost, and the “many sons unto 

glory,” who are all of us! 
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Paul also talked about working and “the work.” There IS 

something called the “work of God” or “God’s work,” in which 

we participate. Human beings do not just sit around on the 

sidelines and watch God do everything. That is what UNION 

is all about. Grace works in our union reality, to bring forth 

through faith a unity of selves, the Divine Self and human self 

in a union which manifests as a unity. We (God and us) 

FUNCTION as one, but we do not see “God;” we see the 

human. Just like we did not see “The Father,” Whom Jesus 

said did all the works, but we see Jesus in the actual space-

time universe doing of them. It is the same with us! 

Paul said he “labored more abundantly than them all.” (1 

Cor 15:10). That was one of the verses in my beginning days 

that made me think Paul was big egotist and a braggart. 

However, I did not read, or at least understand at that time, 

the rest of the passage, when he said, “Yet not I, but the 

grace of God that was with me.” 

That is the key to this whole “works” thing. We DO work. 

We DO produce “works.” Scripture even says our works 

follow us into the Eternal. “Blessed are the dead which die in 

the Lord from henceforth: Yea, saith the Spirit, that they may 

rest from their labors; and their works do follow them.” (Rev 

14:13). 

Where Do the ‘Works’ Come From? 

However, if we, like the Son of Man, can do nothing of 

ourselves, where do the works come from?  
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Again, the Spirit in the scriptures gives us the answer – 

“For we are his workmanship, created in Christ Jesus unto 

good works, which God hath before ordained that we should 

walk in them.” (Eph 2:10). 

Some might think that when it says we were created 

“unto good works,” that it is up to us to find them and do 

them. No, first of all, we are created IN Christ Jesus, part of 

the purpose being that our lives will produce “good works.” 

(All that means is that we live a for-others life, and since we 

do, we operate out of that and end up doing “things” 

naturally out of who we are – love stuff.)  

The two things go together – created in Christ Jesus in 

the new birth, and walking in our human life that expresses 

Christ, the Life the Father has seen from the Eternal. One 

follows the other. Everything about that verse is positive. 

There is nothing in it to condemn anyone, or to shame 

someone into doing good works or to be found wanting, but 

just a simple statement of fact, that God has already supplied 

them and we walk in them daily. Paraphrasing Paul, “You 

have been created in Christ Jesus. Along with this new 

creation, you will have some purposes and some things to do, 

people to meet, etc. It will all happen as the Father has 

determined, and you will be blessed and a blesser.”  

They are HIS works, but we get to do them! He does the 

doing, choosing the times and the places, and we are the 

human selves (in union with Him) who do it by the Spirit. 

None of this “trying” stuff. The Spirit does not “try.” None of 

this, “I really should be better” stuff. Give it up. You do not 
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get “better!” Realize WHO lives in you, and also realize it is 

not by your will or power that you are able to do anything, 

even take your next breath. “Which of you, by taking 

thought,” Jesus asked, “can add one inch to his height? … 

your heavenly Father knoweth that ye have need of all these 

things. But seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his 

righteousness; and all these things shall be added unto you.” 

(Matt 6:25-34). 

EVERYTHING is a gift! 

“Behold, he that keepeth Israel shall neither slumber nor 

sleep... The LORD is thy keeper: the LORD is thy shade upon 

thy right hand. The sun shall not smite thee by day, nor the 

moon by night. The LORD shall preserve thee from all evil: he 

shall preserve thy soul. The LORD shall preserve thy going 

out and thy coming in from this time forth, and even for 

evermore.” (Ps 121). 

The Lord is thy keeper!  

In other words, WE do not keep ourselves! Put 

“responsibility” where it belongs, since the “government” (of 

our individual human lives) is now on His shoulders. (Isa 9:6). 

Whatever other “government” is upon His shoulders, it all 

starts with each of us individually recognizing that unto “us” – 

meaning you and me individually – IN US a child is born – the 

Christ Child – and a son is given – that is us – sons in The 

Son! 

I know this might be scary for some, who perhaps have 

just found freedom through a grace or union understanding. 
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To be talking about doing “good works,” might seem like we 

are going backwards, falling back into legalism. Hardly! First 

of all, we do not go around searching for what we are to do 

or be. We do not need to take a course or read a book and 

practice all the suggestions in the book, hoping to thereby 

find our true purpose in life. The truth is, it finds you! And it 

finds you in God's time. Give it a rest. Enjoy the ride. You'll 

have plenty to do and it will be God's perfection every day in 

His time. Consider that TODAY, NOW, you are working those 

works!  

I always think of Corrie Ten Boom, who lived nearly into 

her fifties as a spinster, working in her father’s clock shop, 

teaching Sunday School in church and working with the 

young people. She led a very mundane life until the Nazis 

came goose-stepping into Holland, Belgium and Luxembourg 

on May 10, 1940.  

Corrie had no way of knowing where any of those things 

would lead in her life. Once she was thrown into a 

concentration camp with the rest of her family for hiding Jews 

from the Nazis, she didn’t have much hope of surviving until 

the end of the war.  

However, God had plans for Corrie. He liberated her from 

the camp by a clerical error (something very rare for the 

super-efficient Nazis), and after the war she found herself 

traveling the world testifying to the grace and forgiveness of 

God for the next three decades. She called herself a ‘Tramp 

for the Lord.’  
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We NEVER know what plans the Lord God may have for 

us. Nevertheless, we do know that whatever they are, we will 

be prepared, because the Spirit DOES know, and everything 

in our lives is geared toward those things that God calls us to 

do because of WHO we ARE! “For ye shall not go out with 

haste, nor go by flight:  for the LORD will go before you; and 

the God of Israel will be your rereward.” (Is 52:12) 

Even if we have been running here and there to the latest 

great move, book, or message of God, all along we have 

been fulfilling our purpose. It is like Dorothy in OZ. Glenda 

told her she always had the “power,” through the red shoes, 

to go home to Kansas, but she had to find it out herself. It is 

one thing to be told you have something. It is another thing 

to actually realize that you do, and to begin using it!  

I am convinced that what we are doing has been 

prepared in the mind of God in the Eternal, and nothing can 

thwart His will. He has prepared “specific” works, or tasks, 

commissions, whatever you want to call them, for each of us. 

How can any member of the Body of Christ not have a part to 

play, since, no matter the years, the level of understanding, 

the level of knowledge, whether one has found “Jesus is 

Lord” just an hour ago, or 70 years ago, Christ is being 

magnified in each and every one of us!  

(I am not speaking of what humans call “predestination,” 

or in the natural, “fate.” At the same time that we see all 

things come out of the Father, through the Son, at the same 

time that we see that He works all things after the counsel of 
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His own will, at the same time that we see all things finished 

– we are also at the same time living a totally free life, 

making our choices, doing our deeds, and the human idea of 

predestination (fate) does not operate on us, because, 

“Whosoever will!” trumps the human idea of predestination, 

always. Yet God's predestination holds steady throughout all 

this “freedom,” and is an outworking of it. In other words, 

God's predestination and man's freedom, perfectly match up! 

And man's freedom, comes out of the freedom of God. God is 

free, and so are we.) 

Of course, these are not “works” to gain salvation or 

acceptance in the Lord. That is the KEY! These works are the 

outflow of the Life that is in us! It is not “I” that do it, but He 

does it!  

How Do We Come To Live It? 

How does one enter in; how do we do it? We are not 

talking flesh here, but Spirit. It is the one key to the whole 

Bible, our faith, our spirituality, our holiness, our whole lives, 

and the truth of the universe (I would say this to a space 

alien if I encountered one, before fainting) – to “believe on 

Him Whom He hath sent.” Christ Jesus! Believing on Him, 

changes everything! Believing on Him, is to begin feasting on 

the Living Bread!  

When we find it by the Spirit, we will see that the sum 

total of what is required to walk out this Spirit Life, is not 

effort, or discipline, or much study, or good teaching, nor 

anything else we might consider doing to “get close” to God, 
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or to “work His works.” Some of those things are good to do; 

I am not discouraging them, but the key to everything is 

here: “The Son can do nothing of himself, but what he seeth 

the Father do: for what things soever He doeth, these also 

doeth the Son likewise.” (Jn 5:19). We put our faith there, 

and receive it as a gift. It is God who gives the increase.  

However, the Son does not do “nothing.” He does nothing 

“of Himself.” In other words, He is saying His Life is coming 

from Another – the Father. And He is “One” with the Father, 

meaning that He is doing what the Father is doing. There is 

no union if that is not the case. Union of will is the foundation 

of union, two becoming one. What other way would they be 

one, except in a oneness of will? 

He says, “What He seeth the Father do.” How, how can 

He see what the Father does? The Father is invisible, even to 

Jesus. He does not appear in “form.” So how can He see 

what the Father does? We know He does not have some sort 

of audio-visual real-time link into heaven, so He can watch 

the Father do stuff, which He then repeats. We might have 

thought that when we were children, but as adults we know 

that idea is silly. He sees what the Father does the same way 

we do – by faith! However, He also knows that He IS the 

Father, in His Son form! He IS the presence of God. He IS the 

Father's Word! And it is out of this inner “sight,” this inner 

“knowing,” this inner “authority” – “I and My Father are 

ONE.” – that He speaks the second part, which is something 

of an automatically working truth. Because I and My Father 
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are one, I see what the Father does, and then it really goes 

without saying, that the Son does likewise. That is the only 

way this union works.  

When people ask me how I live my life, I give what I 

guess has become my stock answer, but I cannot stress 

enough the truth of it for me – “I don’t know. The Father 

does it.” 'The Father that dwells in me, He does the works.'” I 

picked this next verse up from Norman using it a lot. It says 

the same thing as the above, and has also become one of my 

favorites. “This is the LORD'S doing; it is marvelous in our 

eyes.” (Ps 118:23) Oh how true!  

How do you do what you do? I don’t know, the Father 

does it! 

The Father Does It 

To be one with God means we are His expression, as we 

are, in the world. There is no room for second-guessing in the 

Spirit, in union. The temptation is always there to do it. “Oh, 

maybe I overreacted to that,” or, “I should have been more 

sensitive to what they were saying,” or any other second-

guessing statement that, if followed on through, disables our 

union (only in a temporary sense, not in actuality). It is the 

same thing as being what James called “double-minded.” 

Make up your mind about who you are and by His keeping, 

stick to it! Am I Christ through the Spirit, living in my 

individual distinct human (Fred) form in the world, or not? 

The answer is nowhere but in Him. It is clear what I say and 
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think. However, I cannot speak for anyone else, and 

everyone's answers must come from God.  

Some might ask, “You are not saying we are infallible, are 

you?”  

Well, yes and no. Humanly we do not know any more 

than anyone else, and we do not predict the future. 

Therefore, if I say while we are driving, “I think I’ll take this 

shortcut, because there should be no traffic on it,” but when 

we get there, the traffic is worse than the route we left, have 

I failed God, or was “Christ in me” wrong? No, Christ in you 

was you being human, someone who cannot predict the 

future in the space-time universe. Therefore, from that 

standpoint, and it would also apply to conversations with 

people, things we do, etc., I am “fallible.” But it is a temporal 

fallibility and not an offense against God. In the Spirit there is 

only one thing needful, and that is to walk in faith that He is 

living our lives, that is, “The Father that dwells in me, He 

does the works!” Not only is that true in the Spirit, but it spills 

out onto my “human fallibility” as grace to always have me at 

the right place and the right time, no matter what! It is not a 

problem to us, an inconsistency as some might think, because 

when we walk it we understand it. When we know we are in 

union, we just don’t fuss too much about ourselves. If we are 

fussing about ourselves, we’re not seeing Him!  

If we are “one” we cannot step back from ourselves and 

judge ourselves after the flesh. The very act pulls us into 

temporary separation – what some call dualistic. Right back 
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to Romans 7. Or, as I like to call it, split personality. The law 

immediately appears and demands attention. “Here are your 

faults, your problems, your sins, now get busy and fix all that 

up!” There is the trap again, the same one that got Adam and 

Eve, except that since the Garden the accuser has ever been 

with us, and that is the dump-truck load he constantly drops 

on us. (He has a completely different dump-truck load for 

those overconfident in themselves – he tells them they are 

right, they should be on top, others are in their way, but he 

will dominate them one day!) 

John Nash, in the movie, “A Beautiful Mind,” one day saw 

through the delusion he had been living for years. He was a 

brilliant mathematician, but while in school he began to have 

lifelike delusions. Afterward as a professor, he became 

embroiled in an operation conducted by U.S. Intelligence, 

helping to flush out a communist spy ring (1950s).  

That was the reality in his mind, but it was not the truth. 

Eventually, his wife committed him to a psychiatric hospital, 

and through her love and patience, along with the doctors 

and therapies at the hospital, he was able to come back into 

his right mind. He found out vast parts of his life for a period 

of years were delusions in his mind, complete with living 

characters, scenarios, run-ins with spies, etc. However, over 

time, finding out the truth of the delusions set him free from 

them! At that point, the characters who were part of that 

delusion had no more power over him. Even though he still 

saw them beckoning him and pleading with him to take them 
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back, once the spell was broken and he KNEW it was a 

delusion, he walked free, the lie forever exposed! 

Now that is what that dump load all over us from the 

accuser really is. To agree with the accuser is to accept a 

delusion. But that is not who we are. He is only shouting to 

us from across the way. We do not have anything to do with 

him anymore. By the Spirit’s enlightenment, we have seen 

through the lies of delusion! Now, living in Christ, pouring out 

of the Divine nature within, we are full-steam ahead! Do not 

worry about the china in the shop! “I can do nothing of 

myself, but what the Father does, the same does the Son.” 

Period!  

That sounds like a very scary thing to declare for 

ourselves – after all, we are talking about Jesus! 

Nevertheless, the way Jesus lived in oneness with the Father 

is the same way we are one with Him. If we are of a mind to 

step out of the boat onto the water, trusting the “keeping” 

Spirit, we can make the same confessions ourselves, as our 

particular truth, even as it was the truth of Jesus, since He is 

living by the Spirit within us! That is faith on steroids, and 

believe me, they will fight you on it, just as they fought 

Jesus! Nevertheless, we hold our place, never wavering! That 

is “coming before the throne of grace boldly” faith!  

The Faith of Christ Jesus – and Us 

It is the faith of Christ Jesus, and it is our faith as well, if 

we are His. Let us understand this well. It is not OUR faith 
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alone! We may have been dealt a particular measure, to get 

us started, enough to say by the Spirit, “I am yours, Lord, 

and You are mine.” However, down the line we learn we live 

a heavenly life even in the middle of the flesh world, and that 

takes Divine faith, not of ourselves, but of Him, and glory be, 

that IS the faith we are given – HIS!!!! So that nothing is 

impossible for us, just as nothing is impossible with God. 

38 For I came down from heaven, not to do mine own 

will, but the will of him that sent me. 39 And this is the 

Father's will which hath sent me, that of all which he hath 

given me I should lose nothing, but should raise it up again at 

the last day. 40 And this is the will of him that sent me, that 

every one which seeth the Son, and believeth on him, may 

have everlasting life: and I will raise him up at the last day. 

Jesus repeats that he has come to do “Another's” will, and 

not His own. Though he acknowledges an “own will,” He does 

not live of it, but lives the Father's will only. They are one. 

Jesus has no “separate will” because his own personal 

“human will” is swallowed up and one with the Father's will. 

To me it is interesting that Jesus always talks about “will” as 

it relates to the “will of the Father,” in Himself, knowing God 

as His keeper, upholder, etc. He never mentions having a 

separate will, though He acknowledges having His “own will.” 

However, in Jesus, His “own will” exists to be the expression 

of the Father's will.  

Conversely, when we bring this issue up in our talks and 

meetings, that we can trust Him to walk out a life of 

righteousness in us, it is amazing how people will counter 
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with, “I have free will; I can sin if I want.” Jesus said, “My will 

(His “free will”) is to do the will of Him Who sent me.” To 

him, His “own will” was for that purpose – to be joined with 

God as one.  

Could it be used for sin? Theoretically, yes, but that is not 

where His faith is. His faith is not on Himself having “free will 

so He could disobey God if He wanted,” (why do people seem 

to view that as some sort of “right” they have?), but on the 

keeping of the Father and that it is the Father's Life, which is 

coming through by the Spirit. He does not one time raise the 

issue of disobedience – that would have been abhorrent to 

Him, not to mention the rip in the universe that could have 

come from it!  

My advice for those who believe they have free will, 

therefore they can sin, is to put your faith in the Keeper, 

rather than the sinner. When we say we have “free will so we 

can sin if we want,” do we realize what we are saying? I do 

not think people really grasp this, but hear it just the same! 

There is no “gray area” where we are “just human” doing our 

own thing. There are only two kinds of wills, just as there are 

only two kinds of love. There is God’s will, and there is 

independent self-will. When we walk in Christ in the Spirit, we 

are expressing God’s will. When we exercise the “own will” in 

opposition or disregard of God, we are walking in self-will. 

Independent self-will is Satan, and reaps Satan’s rewards. 

Same faith, different object, different results. 
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Then Jesus tells us certain specifics which are the Father's 

will: 

1) He will lose none of those the Father has given Him, 

and raise them up on the Last Day 

In line with the reality that God is His keeper, Jesus as 

our Shepherd is our keeper. His sheep know His voice, and 

He knows them each one by name. The wolves still come and 

try to steal, kill and destroy, but they cannot get by Him. 

Even if a wolf somehow manages to catch one of them and 

try to take it away, the Shepherd will find and rescue every 

one, before any great harm is done! Not one of them will fall 

away, and He will raise every one of them up on the Last 

Day. 

2) The Father's will is that everyone who sees the Son 

and believes on Him has everlasting Life, and He will raise 

them up on the Last Day. 

They are the same sheep in each of those statements 

above. “The ones the Father has given Him,” correspond 

directly with those who see the Son and believe on Him. 

What does it mean, to “see and believe on” the Son? There is 

no formula for this, despite man's efforts to substitute and 

adopt formulas. They are usually adopted because someone 

did something a particular way that brought good results, and 

other folks think it will work for them, if it worked for the first 

guy. That is a characteristic of “Christianity” in our time. 

People have a special move of God in their church or other 

fellowship, and everybody wants to know how they did it so 

they can repeat it, too. Somebody writes a book about it or a 
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seminar series about how they did it and you can, too. People 

get all excited and buy the book or take the seminar and go 

home and “apply” the techniques and other stuff taught – 

and more often than not, things do not go as expected. There 

may be an initial euphoria and swell of activity for something 

“new,” but if it is just a rip-off, (though with good intentions), 

usually it will wane. Then another book or seminar appears, 

and the crowd is off and running again. 

That is because God does not work like that. He defies 

formulas and human expectations of conformity. It “worked” 

for the first person because it was a particular move of the 

Spirit. But it will not for the second, or third, and so on, 

unless with them it is also a particular move of the Spirit. 

Often it is not, however, and the copies never seem to have 

the same dynamic that came with the original. God is not like 

McDonald's or Wendy's. He is not looking into selling 

franchises. Each work of God is company-owned. (God's 

company.)  

What Is ‘Believing On Him?’ 

What constitutes “seeing” the Son, and believing on Him? 

It is completely inward. We may think it is coming from 

“without,” but the truth is, it works itself up from the depths 

inside us. And the “aha” moment, the “Oh, I see,” moment, is 

always an inner enlightenment from the Spirit, communicated 

first through our Spirit, and from Spirit into the understanding 

mind, and finally expressed through the mouth. It comes for 
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some as a flash. One minute we do not see it, the next 

minute we are filled with praise.  

“Seeing and believing on the Son,” of course means 

seeing Jesus Christ for Who He is, and believing on this same 

Jesus Christ, as our Savior and Lord. And that is where I'll 

stop with my explanations of that. I cannot explain or analyze 

it any further, because God is the One Who determines who 

“sees the Son and believes on Him,” according to His Mind's 

and His Heart's standards. He makes all the judgment calls on 

individual salvation – that is not my office, nor is it anyone 

else's office except the Father's.  

“51 I am the living bread which came down from heaven: 

if any man eat of this bread, he shall live for ever: and the 

bread that I will give is my flesh, which I will give for the life 

of the world.  

52 The Jews therefore strove among themselves, saying, 

How can this man give us his flesh to eat?” 

Dangerous though He knew it was, Jesus flat-out tells 

them He is the heavenly bread, the living bread that came 

down from heaven. The only “bread from heaven” they had 

ever heard of, was the manna in the wilderness that 

appeared every morning, for just that day's needs. Two days' 

worth on Sabbath eve. Any kept overnight would be rotten by 

morning, except for the Sabbath's portion. During most of 

their sojourn in Sinai, they had manna on the menu every 

day, and little else. Even though they had a “complaining” 

incident concerning the manna, the point of it that comes to 

us, is that God sustained them every single day in the 
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wilderness by the miraculous appearance every morning of 

“bread from heaven.”  

Can we begin to see the correlation here? This fleshly 

“bread from heaven” is the clear precursor to the Spiritual 

“bread from heaven.” The fleshly bread sustained their 

physical lives until the day they walked over the Jordan on 

dry ground. Once they went over Jordan, the manna ceased 

after a few days, and they began to live of the fat of the land.  

Jesus is telling us, that as the “Living Bread which comes 

down from heaven,” He is our daily sustenance, and will be 

our daily sustenance in this world, until the day we walk over 

our heavenly Jordan into the Eternal Land of Promise to fully 

possess our possessions. We see it now invisibly in the Spirit 

and live from it, but there will be a day when we will see it in 

plain sight.  

Of course, the crowd thought He meant that they were to 

chop off a piece of His human flesh and eat it! “What in the 

world is He talking about?” They only knew and therefore 

only saw flesh, as we have stated above. Cannibalism is what 

they thought He was saying! And not only was the very 

thought repulsive, but also very very very very taboo! So no 

wonder, thinking like they did, they got upset.  

“53 Then Jesus said unto them, Verily, verily, I say unto 

you, Except ye eat the flesh of the Son of man, and drink his 

blood, ye have no life in you.”  

Jesus knew how they were thinking, but He does not back 

up and explain Himself. He does not let them off the hook. In 
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order to “catch” what He was saying, they had to hear it from 

the Spirit, and it was obvious that had not happened to the 

majority of the crowd that day. Instead of placating them a 

bit with an explanation of what He meant, He turns up the 

heat with even further absurdities to the flesh mind.  

“What did He say?” “Did I hear Him right?” “You are 

kidding – He wants us to eat His flesh and drink His blood?” 

What kind of nonsense is this? Then Jesus ups the ante one 

more time. 

“54 Whoso eateth my flesh, and drinketh my blood, hath 

eternal life; and I will raise him up at the last day.  

55 For my flesh is meat indeed, and my blood is drink 

indeed.  

56 He that eateth my flesh, and drinketh my blood, 

dwelleth in me, and I in him.  

57 As the living Father hath sent me, and I live by the 

Father: so he that eateth me, even he shall live by me.” 

V. The Steak Table 

We come to the point in our own journey in Christ, where 

we begin to sit and eat from the steak and strong drink table. 

Nobody was ready for the talk the day Jesus gave it. Jesus 

knew some would go and some would stay. Therefore, what 

He threw out that day, were some prime steaks, when most 

of them were not even digesting pablum yet! One thing we 

can say about Jesus, He was not in it for the numbers. He 

knew He would split the crowd, but He did it anyway. The 
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ones that left – they would be for another day; seeds were 

sown. The ones who stayed did not understand either, but 

still they knew something! Their hearts were burning within 

them when He spoke, though it went clear over their 

understanding. 

What is the meaning of “Eat My Flesh, Drink My Blood?” 

The first thing to note is that He said, “the bread that I 

will give is my flesh, which I will give for the life of the 

world.” There was no way anyone there that day could have 

understood this. They had no context. It had not happened 

yet, and they were still a long way off from the final 

showdown.  

Since that day of course, the writings of the New 

Testament afterward explained the fuller meanings of “Body 

and Blood,” which in themselves embody the central reality of 

the whole faith of Christ. Let us understand, we are not 

seeking merely knowledge that tickles our intellect, cool to 

know, impressive to our friends. Man can do that, but we are 

looking for what man cannot do. Only God can do what we 

are speaking of. Only He can establish us, so that we know 

we are inwardly apprehended of the truth of His Body and 

Blood, signified in the bread and wine of holy communion.  

The Spirit sees to it that we always keep this in our 

center. This is because it is along this path, the path of the 

Cross in the heart of God, that the Spirit educates each of us 

inwardly, for the express purpose of bringing us to maturity. 

As brother Paul wrote: 
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“That we henceforth be no more children, tossed to and 

fro, and carried about with every wind of doctrine, by the 

sleight of men, and cunning craftiness, whereby they lie in 

wait to deceive; But speaking the truth in love, may grow up 

into him in all things, which is the head, even Christ.” (Eph 

4:14,15).  

Jesus said that when we follow Him, we also take up the 

Cross, and it becomes our Cross, too. It really cannot be 

otherwise, since we now live by His Life in us, rather than by 

a supposed independent human life trying to emulate Christ. 

The Life of the Cross is the Life of Christ expressed in us, 

which at first seems for ourselves and our own edification, 

but eventually becomes the modus operandi by which the 

world continues to be saved through Christ as us, or as Paul 

put it, “manifest in my mortal flesh.” Therefore, it behooves 

us to understand this central Truth around which all the rest 

of His Life is manifest in us. 

The reason the Body and Blood of Jesus must of necessity 

be the central reality in our innermost place, is because the 

Cross is always our center, and they represent the whole 

truth of the Cross of Jesus in our human lives. It is such a 

central truth, that it is the only observance the Lord 

instructed the Apostles to do of a continual nature, which 

later the church called sacraments or ordinances.  

Oddly, we might think the clearest word would have come 

from one of the original eleven, the ones who were there the 

night it occurred, but it is Paul's word that most succinctly 
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expresses the truth of the “Lord's Supper,” “Holy 

Communion,” or “Eucharist.”  

Paul wrote to the Corinthians in 1 Cor 11:23-26 --    

“For I have received of the Lord that which also I 

delivered unto you, That the Lord Jesus the same night in 

which he was betrayed took bread: 24 And when he had 

given thanks, he brake it, and said, Take, eat: this is my 

body, which is broken for you: this do in remembrance of me. 

25 After the same manner also he took the cup, when he had 

supped, saying, This cup is the new testament in my blood: 

this do ye, as oft as ye drink it, in remembrance of me. 26 

For as often as ye eat this bread, and drink this cup, ye do 

show the Lord's death till he come.” 

In other words, the Lord left us with that ordinance, to 

“do in remembrance of Him,” and “to show the Lord's death 

until He comes.” We will look at that more a little later. 

Christ Baptizes With the Spirit 

Most also include water baptism as a rite sanctioned by 

Christ. Christians have always baptized, but the Gospels say 

Jesus did not baptize anyone with water, though the Apostles 

did with His approval. The reason He never baptized with 

water, is because He was sent to bring the Baptism of the 

Spirit, and while He was here, the Spirit had not yet fallen 

“upon all flesh.” However, during His earthly days the 

disciples baptized probably more along the lines of John the 

Baptist, for repentance and remission of sins. John put it like 
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this to the Pharisees and Sadducees: “I indeed baptize you 

with water unto repentance: but he that cometh after me is 

mightier than I, whose shoes I am not worthy to bear: he 

shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost, and with fire.” (Matt 

3:11). 

Leaving the subject of water baptism then, let's get into 

how His “flesh” is given for the life of the world. There are at 

least two “ways” He gives His flesh for the life of the world. 

Before we can understand and live the second way, feeding 

on Him continuously, it was necessary that He must endure 

that which would transpire in Jerusalem. Everything would 

culminate in the sacrifice of His Body (flesh) in death, in order 

to accomplish that which had been prophesied of Him by 

John the Baptist, that He came to “take away the sin of the 

world.” (Jn 1:29). 

Let us take note, he says the “sin” of the world, not 

“sins.” “Sins” plural, are remitted through His Blood, but it is 

“Sin” that produces “sins.” When it says He comes to take 

away the Sin of the world, He is meaning the Producer, the 

Source of Sin, which is not a vague “principle” floating around 

in the universe, but the prime characteristic and spirit reality 

of the spirit of error, called Lucifer, Satan, the Devil, the Great 

Dragon, the “father of lies,” etc. John in his letters speaks of 

the spirit of error and the spirit of truth. Each is a person, a 

spirit person, but let us remember, they are not equal. The 

Son of God/Son of Man declared, “All power is given unto me 

in heaven and in earth.” (Matt 28:18). There is only One 
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Power, and all of it resides in Christ in God. There is none left 

over.  

Therefore, Satan's “power” does not really belong to him, 

and he is only self-deceived that he is in charge of what he is 

doing. In the 45th chapter of Isaiah, the Lord God tells us the 

real truth regarding all things:  

“5 I am the LORD, and there is none else, there is no God 

beside me: I girded thee, though thou hast not known me: 6 

That they may know from the rising of the sun, and from the 

west, that there is none beside me. I am the LORD, and there 

is none else. 7 I form the light, and create darkness: I make 

peace, and create evil: I the LORD do all these things.” 

What power he has for now is only in darkness, and he 

has only a short time, before all is overturned, and everything 

comes fully into its own principle. In that Day we will see 

everything in full for what it is, with Christ fully revealed in 

the Kingdom of Light as All and in all. We will also see that 

the darkness unwittingly served Him and His purposes from 

the beginning, in order to train and bring forth God’s sons in 

their full glory. The whole creation has waited for this event 

as its ultimate fulfillment, that God may be seen everywhere 

as All and in all for everything which was, which is, and which 

is to come.  

Formerly, in our days as children of unrighteousness, 

every one of us were vessels of wrath, no matter how nice or 

good we thought we were. We were (knowingly or 

unknowingly) children of disobedience and our members (the 
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whole of our humanity, inner and outer) served 

unrighteousness.  

We are used to thinking of “unrighteousness” or “sin” as 

bad or evil actions, negative states of mind, evil or selfish 

intentions, etc. That is part of its deception. Where it is most 

prevalent, and hidden behind a mask, is in “good” 

unrighteousness. The pretense of “good.” That is the 

supreme lie that is pervasive throughout the whole world. 

The crazy thing about it, is that we all know it is a lie. We 

are trained from birth by our parents who were trained by 

their parents from their birth ad infinitum, to “act like” 

whatever was appropriate in the moment. “We are going to 

your Uncle's house. I want everyone acting on their best 

behavior.” “It is Christmas, Christ's birthday – surely we can 

all act nice and civil to each other on this day!” (How many 

times has that been heard in Christendom?)  

We all learn early the art of human deception in our state 

of inherited unbelief. It is the way the world works. We have 

to “act correctly” in school, learn “manners,” “etiquette,” 

“communication,” etc., all with the mind of using all that as 

“tools” in getting what we want – career, possessions, or a 

mate. We learn to appear sincere, and then we are 

flabbergasted and highly insulted that anyone would ever 

think we could be insincere. We do not even think it of 

ourselves. We buy our own “good” image, too! Or “bad,” as 

the case may be!  

Nevertheless, the rule is, above all, be on guard, protect 

and defend the inner citadel of who I really am, so that no 
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one may approach! Deep down, we all know we are or have 

been fakes. We never wanted to admit it, and we go to great 

lengths to remain unexposed. Something has to come along 

and smash that idol-image to pieces, like Daniel's “great 

image!” (Dan 2:31-45). 

In those long-ago days, I really did think I was a pretty 

nice guy. A couple of times (maybe a lot more) people nailed 

me for my nice-guy facade, and it was, though I did not know 

it at the time. I did not come to Jesus because I thought I 

was a “sinner.” Eventually I came because I had nowhere 

else to go, in a vain “search” for the Truth. (“Vain” on my 

part, but not the Spirit, Who initiated it and completed it!) 

Later the “sin” stuff came up, and it had to, because living 

Christ individually means a personal confrontation with Sin 

and sins in our experience, for a variety of edifying reasons. 

It really does not matter what kind of “theology,” by which 

we believe we are living. This is no respecter of persons. It 

finds us, and wants to do battle with us. And we wrongly 

think we are to “battle” it, to “resist temptation,” etc., and so 

we set about on our campaign to conquer, or at least keep 

back to a manageable level, sins. Nevertheless, eventually it 

knocks every one of us off our inner high horse, so that we 

can begin to live as human beings for the first time in our 

lives. All of it is the both finished and continuing “work of the 

Cross” becoming “particular” in us as the Spirit brings us 

along day by day. 
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Seven Understandings 

Here are a few more understandings wrapped up in this 

issue. 

One, that we might always remember who we were, not 

for our sake, but for those who still live in spiritual opposition 

against themselves. In knowing who we were, we are 

continually reminded that He has overcome Sin in us, and 

that we are living in a kingdom where all things are 

continually new and of God. 

Two, this personal confrontation teaches us with finality 

the utter futility of our own independent self-efforts, which is 

“coincidentally” the reverse truth of Galatians 2:20, “Yet not 

I, but Christ liveth,” compared to Paul's opposite words 

recorded in Romans 7:17, “Now then it is no more I that do 

it, but sin that dwelleth in me.”  

Three, that through this sense of helplessness we found 

in confronting something that we could not overcome or live 

up to, no matter how hard we tried, by that we might come 

to the final end of this false sense of independence into which 

we have all been born, which has been in us as the devil's 

leaven.  

Four, through our seeing the lie as the pitiable thing it 

was, the Spirit comes and takes us across the chasm over 

which no human being can go. He takes us through the 

narrow gate, squeezing through the eye of the needle, and 

brings us through the darkness in which we thought we were 

engulfed, finally into the clear freedom of Christ, where the 
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Spirit of Life in Christ Jesus has set us free from the law of sin 

and death.  

Five, that “law of sin and death” was always operable on 

us when we functioned as Paul's wretched man of Romans 

7:21 – “I find then a law, that, when I would do good, evil is 

present with me.” It is the independent “I,” or the, “I would,” 

that is the culprit! When “I” “would” do good. It is a separate, 

independent, false “I will,” which makes itself a separate will 

from the Almighty. This is the ultimate hidey-hole of all 

unholiness and unrighteousness.  

“There is none good, but God.” (Jesus) 

Six, but now, on the other side of that hump, having been 

“brought over” by the Spirit, we no longer are operating 

according to our former fixed mindset (mind set on the flesh 

– sin and death), but now operate by a new fixed mindset 

(mind set on the Spirit – peace and Life!). 

Seven, Life truly begins in a new reality, as the Spirit 

finally brings us through into realizing inner oneness with 

Christ, and our full identification, not just conceptually, 

historically or symbolically, but in an organic and present 

tense union with Christ, in His Death, Burial, Resurrection and 

Ascension. From this point onward, we are conscious of living 

out of Paul's word which we are free to confess as ours also, 

“I am crucified with Christ, nevertheless I live; yet not I, but 

Christ liveth in me. And the life I live now in the flesh, I live 

by the faith of the Son of God, Who loved me and gave 

Himself for me.” (Gal 2:20) 
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Confrontation With Sin and Sins 

Now why am I saying that the sin stuff “had to” come up, 

after one is born again? Are not sin and sins completely dealt 

with through the “finished work of the Cross?” Yes, they are, 

in a general sense.  

However, it is not enough to know all that has been dealt 

with and put out, in “God,” in an existence apart from us. In 

that case, it remains theoretical to us, no matter how much 

we might “believe it.” Where we need personal understanding 

and true freedom, is to know it has been dealt with and put 

out of US! We do not “know” anything until it takes form in 

us, i.e., it becomes not a “general” truth, but “our” truth or 

reality! What we are describing is how what we might call a 

“universal truth,” potentially applicable to all, becomes 

personally activated and fulfilled in each of us individually.  

This is important to understand, though I admit it is not 

said by many, and it is not popular. To fully grasp who we are 

now, knowing who we were is an important piece of this 

mystery truth, because it is a stark contrast. We were 

delivered from Satan, from the power of sin that directed our 

lives while we were “children of wrath,” and did “by nature” 

the deeds of wrath.  

Understand, this “wrath” we are speaking of is inward, 

but may put on a very pleasant outward appearance. The 

characteristic of this “wrath nature,” is that it is for itself. It is 

a whole kingdom of darkness, in which, as children of wrath, 

we live and move and have our being. Romans 6 says we 
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were “free from righteousness.” (Even as today we are free 

from sin!) 

Therefore, the debate we used to have when we were 

kids, debating which things were sins and which were not, 

has no place in reality. None of us (in my crowd) knew the 

reality of the Living Bread, the truth of Jesus Christ. I think as 

children we saw ourselves, as most of humanity sees 

themselves, in our childlike way as independent free moral 

agents with sin and righteousness (or good and evil) being 

moment by moment choices. I thought God rewards those 

who are mostly good and takes them to heaven, and He 

punishes those who are mostly bad – who commit various 

acts called “sins.”  

The World Is Still A Fallen World 

That is not the truth at all. The world is a fallen world, 

and the whole world, the one we live in right now, is under 

the power of the wicked one. (1 Jn 5:19 – New King James 

Version, New International Version, English Standard Version, 

New American Standard Version, Revised Standard Version, 

American Standard Version, Darby, Phillips, etc.) 

Sin has been condemned, but its final death sentence has 

yet to be carried out in the temporal, so it still works as a 

potent power in the world, because it knows it has only a 

short time. However, in Christ, we are delivered from Sin, 

from the power of darkness, and from the final end of the 

power of darkness.  
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Please understand, we were not just delivered from our 

own ignorance, alone. The truth of the human race, in 

unbelief toward the Son, is the truth of a spiritual captivity, 

after a kidnapping at birth. There are numerous cases of 

children stolen when very young, the kidnappers convincing 

them their own parents deserted them or died, with the 

kidnappers becoming the de-facto parents. The children grow 

up believing that lie. That is what Satan did to God's 

offspring. He kidnapped us with a lie, and hiddenly became 

our de-facto father, as Jesus said he did (Jn 8:44). However, 

he was only a kidnapper and a false father, and we never fit 

with him. He was not our real father, just a criminal who stole 

us. Moreover, through this inner spiritual darkness that 

seemed perhaps to be very “light” to us, we live in a delusion 

of independence, thinking “I AM good, yes I am.” We go on 

living in captivity, opposing our own selves, until we come to 

receive the acknowledgment of the truth, finding there God's 

gift of “repentance to the acknowledging of the truth … that  

[we] may recover [ourselves] out of the snare of the devil, 

who are taken captive by him at his will.” (2 Tim 2:25). 

We (the whole human race) have been held by a spiritual 

power that deceived us from the beginning about who we 

are. We were Satan-Sin's children, and did Satan-Sin's lusts. 

(Jn 8:44). The Pharisees did not like hearing that. It made 

their teeth on edge, but it was the truth, and it is the truth 

about the whole world in general. The only rescue possible is 

the Son Who gave Himself for us, to deliver us from the 

power of darkness into the Kingdom of His Father. Otherwise, 
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like Jesus said of the Pharisees, we die in our sins, and the 

New Testament does not recommend that highly.  

Some say, well, he said that to the Pharisees, that does 

not apply to us! Nevertheless, I say, we have all been guilty 

of every sin of the Pharisees! We read the gospels and think, 

“Oh, how could those Pharisees be like that?” Because of 

their false father who kidnapped them at birth and fed them a 

lie, the same false father we had also! So what have we over 

them? Did Jesus not pray for them as He died, when He said, 

“For they know not what they do,” as much as He said that of 

and for us? There are no degrees of unrighteousness so that 

some are more on the “good” side and others are on the 

“evil” side. Either side of that tree spews the same lies from 

the same source, and every one of us were at one time of 

that tree. So that stops the mouth of us all.  

It is that false tree that must go, because it is not just a 

false mental concept by which we are living, mere ignorance, 

but a pure unadulterated palpable personified darkness, a 

spiritual power of wickedness, malevolence and hatred. And 

lo and behold, it can appear as an angel, or a very good 

person, a truly altruistic for-everyone person, lauded by all, 

and by that almost even deceive the elect. Were it not for the 

fact that He has promised He would keep hold of those who 

are His, we would all go for it! “The LORD looked down from 

heaven upon the children of men, to see if there were any 

that did understand, and seek God. They are all gone aside, 
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they are all together become filthy: there is none that doeth 

good, no, not one.” (Ps 14:2,3). 

So that is the thing that has gotten hold of the human 

race, and the only way He can deliver them is to die their 

deaths in place of them. But even that alone could not do it. 

That is why no other man's death could do what the death of 

Jesus did. Before He “gave up the ghost” on the Cross, He 

had to take all that mankind was, had done, up to and 

including Sin itself, somehow by the Word of the Father, and 

become the Sin that had taken us, and die to it, and make it 

our death to sin as well! That was a very tall order, yet it was 

the commission the Father sent Him to accomplish! His Body 

was killed by our collective sins and Sin, and not just by the 

Roman nails and the shouts of the Pharisees and Chief 

Priests. I do not pretend to understand it, nor even to grasp 

how it could be done. But I believe, and therefore speak. 

The Son of Man Had To Be Lifted Up 

Moses had testified to this in the wilderness, in Numbers 

21:7-9: “Therefore the people came to Moses, and said, We 

have sinned, for we have spoken against the LORD, and 

against thee; pray unto the LORD, that he take away the 

serpents from us. And Moses prayed for the people. 8 And 

the LORD said unto Moses, Make thee a fiery serpent, and set 

it upon a pole: and it shall come to pass, that every one that 

is bitten, when he looketh upon it, shall live. 9 And Moses 

made a serpent of brass, and put it upon a pole, and it came 
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to pass, that if a serpent had bitten any man, when he beheld 

the serpent of brass, he lived.”  

The “serpent of brass,” represented the fiery serpents 

that had bitten the people and made them sick. It was raised 

up on a pole, and all who looked at it were healed of the 

effect of the serpent’s bite.  

We think, now how could a brass serpent raised up on a 

pole cure anybody? It does not make sense. It is one of those 

things that defies common sense, and is true simply because 

GOD SAID IT! That is the simplicity of the Cross! 

Jesus mentioned it to Nicodemus, so He certainly 

understood where He was going. “And as Moses lifted up the 

serpent in the wilderness, even so must the Son of man be 

lifted up: That whosoever believeth in him should not perish, 

but have eternal life.” (Jn 3:14,15) The Son of Man assumes 

the place where the serpent had been, and takes his sickness 

into Himself as the whole human race, and dies, separating 

the spirit from the body, without which the body cannot live.  

Paul fully explains it in 2 Cor 5:21: “For he hath made him 

to be sin for us, who knew no sin; that we might be made the 

righteousness of God in him.” 

The only way we could be free from Sin was by our 

death, because Sin is spirit, falsely occupying our inner spirit, 

and the spirit of a person only departs its body when it dies. 

People have made it to be God “punishing” Jesus for our 

iniquities, visiting the fullness of His Wrath onto the Only 

Begotten, for our sake. However, it isn't just Jesus taking a 
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“whipping that we had coming.” He took away what was 

whipping US! That was what it was all about!  

As we have said over and over, the “wrath of God” is not 

really “in” God as He is in Himself, since He is Love, and when 

we know Him in love, we do not know wrath. Wrath is 

awakened in the creature (created self) by Sin and its 

byproduct, sins. It is in the perception and reality of the 

creature, in a sense, “according to their faith.” Until we are 

delivered from wrath, and translated into the kingdom of the 

dear Son, it is all we know. We might believe in God, but we 

have a skewed idea of who God is.  

Back to our line before we move on. So now we see that 

the first great accomplishment of Christ's Body's death, was 

to take away the offense that had caused all the offenses, the 

spirit of the serpent. We were sin – the Serpent's brood! 

Somehow, we do not know how, the Father caused Jesus to 

become that which we were – Sin – and made us, even those 

of us who did not exist in the space-time universe yet, one 

with His death, and one with Him in the unholy spirit 

departing from His Body. The replacement aspect, where in 

place of where sin dwelt now righteousness dwells there – He 

declared us righteous with His righteousness, simply because 

HE HIMSELF IS OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS! We no longer 

belonged to the Accuser! He was not our father anymore, and 

now we know it! “The prince of this world cometh, but he 

hath nothing in me.”  

Jesus spoke that of Himself at the Last Supper, and 

because of Him we can now say the same thing ourselves: 
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“The prince of this world comes, but He's nothing in me, 

there is no place for him,” and that moves us into divine 

power.  

The Blood of Jesus 

Through the beatings and on the Cross, His blood poured 

out of His wounded and dying Body. Though His Body 

eventually stilled and became lifeless, it was His outpoured 

Blood that was the public witness to His death. Moses wrote, 

“For it is the life of all flesh; the blood of it is for the life 

thereof.” (Lev 17:14). Moses was talking about animal blood 

sacrifices, instituted first “officially” in the Tabernacle, but 

which had been practiced by the people of God from the 

beginning. It was not meant as a payoff to the priesthood for 

ritual cleansing as it eventually often came to be, but instead 

to draw attention to the seriousness of sin, something so 

serious that something has to die in order to be cleansed of 

it. What really had to “die” was the sinner that committed the 

sins, i.e., the one supposedly responsible for the sins. Not 

because God wanted “the sinner” dead, but because death 

was the automatic “wage” of sin. Most people think of sinful 

deeds, words and attitudes, but the real issue is the false god 

in our inner selves before we come into knowing Christ. For 

that reason, because death was its only way to deliverance, 

once sin had taken hold.  

Everything God decrees, even seemingly “negative 

things,” has deliverance, resurrection, glory and always love 
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at its basis. So it was God, indirectly through an Angel as Paul 

told us, Who with Moses instituted the ritual sacrificing of 

certain “innocent” animals, guilty of nothing, to die the deaths 

we should die, and obtain for us a temporal forgiveness of 

recent and past sins, as we participated in the Tabernacle and 

Temple feasts and ordinances through the faith of Israel. But 

we would have to come again for sins committed in the 

future.  

Without going through the entire book of Hebrews that 

lays all this out so well, the New Covenant Blood of Jesus 

does something the Old Covenant blood of bulls and goats 

could never do. The blood of animals could not really fully 

cleanse us, or soothe our consciences. They were the 

shadows of things to come.  

Nevertheless, in Christ we are tinctured with the heavenly 

Blood of Jesus; His Life poured out, is poured into us. His 

blood cleanses us from all our sins because the Blood is His 

Life, and He, i.e., His Life, cannot be any place where His 

Light does not shine nor can He be refrained from being All in 

all. Accordingly, in Him, the whole panorama of our human 

lives is re-seen in a new light, through His Life pouring into 

us, purifying everything everywhere it touches within us – 

which is everything everywhere in our vast inner world. Our 

whole world is changed, and even in this, we get a glimpse of 

the new heavens and new earth of which we have now 

become citizens and major participants! 

Again, this is not something God needed, but what we 

needed! This cleansing from sins is not just a judicial act, a 
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decree in heaven, whereby God as a human judge might do, 

pronounces us “clean.” He does indeed do that, but where 

His Word comes alive is within us, when we experience 

through faith the washing ability of His shed Blood. The 

corruption that sin made in our inner selves, especially our 

souls – mind and emotions – overwhelmed us with guilt, in 

which we lived all our days while under the dominion of 

wrath. As the sins piled up over time, our load of guilt and 

shame, almost always deeply hidden, grew and grew. That is 

why when Jesus said to the crowd with the adulterous 

woman, “Those without sin, cast the first stone,” that the 

older ones left first. Experience had taught them that they, 

too, had sinned, and in a moment of honesty and perhaps a 

little bit of shame, they knew they couldn't cast the first 

stone. The on-fire youth among them probably wanted very 

badly to “punish this sinner,” but even they were convicted 

finally of the truth about themselves, and they left, too, 

leaving only Jesus and the woman.  

In the cleansing power and truth of Jesus' shed Blood, our 

consciences are cleansed, made anew, like a child's. The 

Blood of Christ returns us to a childlike innocence. We have 

become a completely new creation, never seen or known by 

anyone before! Behold, all things are new!  

There is no more remembrance of sins! It is not that our 

human memory can no longer bring them to mind, because 

we still can. However, they have been wiped out as a spiritual 

impediment to us, and we have been released from whatever 
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guilt or shame from them, which held us. God does not keep 

them in Himself to hold over our heads, but has cast them 

into the sea of nothingness. He had made us free, and we are 

free indeed! In the Spirit we hear this great word of 

thanksgiving from David, “Blessed is he whose transgression 

is forgiven, whose sin is covered. Blessed is the man unto 

whom the LORD imputeth not iniquity, and in whose spirit 

there is no guile.” (Ps 32:1,2). 

And now it is through the two aspects of His sacrifice, His 

dead body and His shed blood, whereby we are made whole. 

In the blood, the effects of sins are dealt with and wiped out. 

We need have no more consciousness of sins. They have 

been removed in God, both from Himself and from us, as far 

as the east is from the west, and that is as far away as they 

can be. Secondly, through His body, He has taken SIN away 

from the world, and most personally to us, He has taken Sin 

away from us, as an operating principle, or a “nature!” Now 

we are indwelt by the “divine nature.” (2 Pet 1:4) 

 

VI. The Words I Speak … ARE 

Spirit and Life 

Jesus said: 

“I am that bread of life.  

Your fathers did eat manna in the wilderness, and are 

dead.  
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This is the bread which cometh down from heaven, that 

a man may eat thereof, and not die.” (Jn 6:48-50) 

Forty plus years ago, I began to really feel that hunger, 

though it was not clear to me what food I sought. I just knew 

something was very wrong, that life must have some 

direction to it, some firm anchor that we can find and trust in 

the chaos, and I knew did not have it. As related many times 

before, I began to look into eastern thought, and took on a 

few practices, meditation, yoga poses, diet, incense, a tad of  

chanting, etc., that made me feel like I was doing something 

about it.  

I looked around the world and no one stood out to me as 

having an answer. However, when I settled into regular 

meditation, first through Hindu yoga, then from there into 

Zen Buddhism and the practice of zazen, a great calm began 

to settle over me. Meditation “worked,” for a while. It all 

depended on how diligent one was with his practices. To miss 

meditation was like missing a dose of pain meds from the 

doctor. But unlike drugs, it made me feel clean, pure, holy – 

and ever more separated from those who were making no 

effort (as I saw it) to find their way out of the mire, like “I” 

was doing.  

At the time I didn't understand it, but now I can see how, 

when the Spirit comes upon a person to jump-start the 

process to bring him home to Jesus, it is the time of the first 

“Alone with the alone.” It is a path we walk and a door we 
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essentially walk through by ourselves. “Though none go with 

me, still I will follow.”  

We may have some close companions – I did, thank God. 

Janis and a small number of close friends at the same time 

were all experiencing the Spirit’s wooing, too, but we were 

just a bunch of friends, not a group or a church – hardly – we 

were “hippies.” The Spirit seemed to single out this little circle 

of friends, and brought each of us individually, one by one 

over a very short period of time, through different issues, 

backgrounds and desires, to Jesus, the Living Bread of 

Heaven.  

And this is where the intimacy of Christ comes in. My 

ultimate Zen “revelation” had been that the total “whatever” 

was beyond “personhood.” It was like an empty void, devoid 

of all things personal. A giant black chasm of emptiness, but 

which at the same time contained and was all things. To have 

a glimpse of it in some way, could propel us toward 

enlightenment, which Zen called kensho or sunyatta, sort of 

“the experience of nothingness.”  

“Person” was a construct of the separated or dualistic 

mind, the mind that had broken off or left the total “One,” to 

become “personal.” In my mind at the time, “personal” was a 

lesser existence, still an emanation of some sort from the 

Cosmic Oneness, and because of that it was able to find its 

way back to the ultimate Source where we would cease 

individual “personal” existence, and live for eternity in the 

vast sea of Love and Oneness with all things. For a time that 

was what I thought I wanted!  
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I do not know why by the age of 19 or 20, with no major 

difficult trials and tribulations growing up except for the 

normal abnormalities and “dysfunctions” of most families, I 

was absolutely lit on fire to not come back for another go on 

planet earth. I just was. It just came on me. Part of all that is 

of course reincarnation, the idea that the essential soul of a 

person goes through many incarnations and many lessons 

through many lifetimes before it comes to the Nirvanic state 

of bliss. The basic “promise” I saw in the eastern practices, 

was that by living a “holy” life around the principles in Zen 

and continuing earnestly in zazen, it would at the very least 

reverse bad karma – the main cause that keeps us coming 

back. I thought if I were to sort-of redouble my efforts and by 

sheer force of will achieve a state of enlightenment, it would 

be like hitting a home run. You get to run around all the 

bases without having to stop at each one and wait a while. 

That was the general idea. All karmic debt canceled. I felt like 

it would pretty much solve everything. “Give me 

enlightenment, and how fast can you get it here!!??” 

This “karmic debt” was not something personal to me. 

The whole idea of karma is that we have arrived at our 

current incarnation because of good and/or bad karma in 

previous lives. It was another “I,” who had no existence in my 

personal consciousness, who did those things. Even though I 

supposedly was living the life I was living because of things 

done in past lives, I did not know any of those people who 

had supposedly been “me.” 
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It is similar to the Judeo-Christian idea of sins, except that 

sins are personal and are affronts to God (no “God” in Zen) 

and of this life only, and we are the ones who commit them, 

and we who reap the instantaneous rewards. That was why I 

did not consider myself a “sinner” when I first came to Jesus. 

I had no personal touch with that “person” who in a past life 

had produced the bad karma. Though in theory that “person” 

was a previous “me,” what had this “present-day me” have to 

do with him? That was why I had no personal sense of 

sinfulness before I knew the Lord. (It came roaring in like a 

lion afterward, though!) 

Though I did admit to a great sin to the Father the night 

He revealed His Son in me, and that was the sin of pride for 

thinking I knew anything about God. And that in itself was 

the great emptying, that preceded His great infilling.  

I did not realize at the time, but it was “Person” that was 

missing. What is more important to a baby than its mother 

and father? Sure, the baby cries when it needs to be 

changed, or when it is hungry, and babysitters or nannies can 

do those tasks. However, baby really brightens up when 

Mama shows up, or Daddy. The baby is not “reasoning” at 

that point. The bond of intimacy between baby and especially 

mother cannot be scientifically measured, but there is no one 

who does not know it. The link from one person to another 

person is the secret of the universe. That was what I found 

that night. “God” was not a concept, nor a void, nor 

emptiness, nor just the impersonal “universe” to which we 
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look for sustenance or guidance that somehow guides and 

contains all things.  

GOD IS the ONE PERSON IN THE 

UNIVERSE 

God is THE ONE Person in the universe Who can say at 

the ultimate foundation of things: I AM that I AM. What other 

“persons” are there? Indeed, HE says, “I am the Lord, there 

is no other!” 

An impersonal universe cannot say that – “I AM THAT I 

AM.” An impersonal universe does not say, “I am the Lord thy 

God … Thou shalt have no other gods before me!” (Ex 

20:2,3). Yet that was the Word that thundered inside me 

during the service at the Zen Center in San Francisco in 1972, 

while bowing nine times before a statue of Buddha at the far 

end of the great room.  

“I am that bread of life,” Jesus told the crowd. There is so 

much meaning here. First, He is telling us that He Himself is 

our real sustenance, that all we have and are, we have 

received from Him, and we live by Him. Nevertheless, even 

more than that, even deeper than that, He is giving much 

more than sustenance. Somebody can mail a check to us 

from far away and provide sustenance. However, Jesus gave 

Himself to us, not as an impersonal strength, adequacy, or 

power, but as the Word of God – the very Word of God he 

declared to the devil: “It is written, Man shall not live by 
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bread alone, but by every word that proceedeth out of the 

mouth of God.” (Matt 4:4). 

What “Word” eternally proceeds out of the mouth of God? 

It is The Son, The Word, and The Logos – Who is all those 

things, as well as an intimacy of Personal Presence within us. 

He is the Living Word spoken in the Eternal: “I will declare 

the decree: the LORD hath said unto me, Thou art my Son; 

this day have I begotten thee.” (Ps 2:7).  

Understand, in the Eternal, every day is “this day!” This is 

God, speaking eternally, the Son. The Son IS the Eternal 

Word of the Father.  

What does this say about God? It makes God “personal” 

to us! Instead of a universal impersonal “Force,” He is the “I 

AM” out of whom all the little “I ams” (you and I) have come.  

People talk these days about the Universe meaning this 

and doing that. They usually mean it impersonally, i.e., that 

some impersonal “Force” called “The Universe” helps us and 

guides us with this or that. That is really a lame idea, if one 

thinks about it! It is like saying the ocean has a personal 

consciousness and helps folks out when it feels like it. C’mon! 

Really? 

God works all things that are, but only the eyes that have 

been given sight may see Him in and behind all things. 

(Someone who has not seen that sight, may pray for their 

eyes to be opened, so that they might see also! [Ja 1:5,6]) 

Nevertheless, because He works all things, most of it beyond 

our awareness, there is an impersonal aspect to God. For 

instance, we do not have to pray that the stars stay on their 
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courses or that the moon will rise when the Sun goes down. 

All the laws of physics are God’s “laws” of this temporal 

universe, and the scientists are only discovering the never-

ending wonders of God as they probe deeper into creation, 

whether they recognize God in it or not. Most of the functions 

carried on in my own physical body happen without my 

conscious awareness of it. Breathing is one, for instance. Or 

all the chemical processes taking place inside, blood flowing, 

brain working. Most of it works “on automatic” and we are 

not aware of it usually, unless something goes wrong. 

Otherwise, we have no conscious oversight of any of our 

inner physical processes that keep us alive from one moment 

to the next. 

GOD BEGETS A SON! 

However, the Lord God, in the 2nd Psalm quoted above, 

says He has begotten a SON! This is different from a 

“oneness,” or a “sea of bliss” as our ultimate reward. What 

the 2nd Psalm is saying ultimately, is that God’s complete 

manifestation of Himself is The Son, a PERSON – not an 

impersonal “universe,” nor a “cosmic consciousness,” but The 

Son.  

Then that is where our redemption comes in, because the 

Father did not just send the Son down here, to be “bruised 

for our iniquities,” only for us to “go to heaven” when we die. 

Certainly that is part of it, but He came to bring the “many 

sons unto glory.” (Heb 2:10) While we do not experience 
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everything yet, we have plenty of “glory” down here as we 

walk in the Lord every day! 

Everything in and of this creation is geared toward this – 

the Only Begotten SON in the many sons! And though the 

scriptures only hint of this, nevertheless it is plain that we 

“Sons” are part of His magnificent plan, exceedingly above all 

we ask and think, and we will not be “idle” in the heavenlies!  

Therefore, as it regards us, Paul wrote, “And because ye 

are sons, God hath sent forth the Spirit of his Son into your 

hearts, crying, Abba, Father!” (Gal 4:6) By His Spirit in our 

hearts He causes us to know His Sonship in us – which really 

just boils down to “our” sonship. Many Sons in THE SON!  

Finally the plan for the Cosmos: “For the earnest 

expectation of the creation waiteth for the manifestation of 

the sons of God … Because the creation itself also shall be 

delivered from the bondage of corruption into the glorious 

liberty of the children of God.” (Rom 8:19, 21).  

The whole cosmos is waiting for its final ultimate 

fulfillment in the manifestation of the SONS! It will eternally 

be The SON in all the Sons, manifesting individually and 

collectively the whole fulness of God. To press the point 

again, no “impersonal universe” would have that as its goal. 

In fact, no “impersonal universe” would have ANY goals! Yet 

Scripture plainly tells us creation is waiting for its fulfillment in 

the manifestation of “the sons!” PRAISE GOD! 

“I am that bread of life.” 
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He is much more than mere sustenance. He is the staple 

diet of every single moment of existence! He Himself – not 

His attributes, His power, His grace, but He Himself Only.  

About thirty-something years ago, we were in a financial 

crunch, and earnest prayers and words of faith were going up 

constantly. As I was walking out my front door one day in the 

midst of that, the Spirit spoke an inward Word to me: “My 

grace is sufficient for thee.” The first thought that hit me was, 

“Hallelujah, the money's coming!” And I started to praise God 

for His deliverance, again. However, the Spirit stopped me 

right there and inwardly said to me, “No, I did not say the 

money was coming. I said 'My grace is sufficient for you,' just 

that, only. Can you take that?” 

Since I knew He and His “grace” were synonymous, how 

else could I answer but “You are all I need, Lord. You and 

you only! Whether the money comes or not.” 

That is Who Jesus is to us and in us when He is “our” 

bread of life. He is everything, to which nothing can be 

added, compared or even measured. And all we need do to 

have this “heavenly bread,” Jesus is saying, is to “believe on 

Him Whom He hath sent.” That is it. No other requirements. 

No deeds of valor. No improved behavior. No great 

accomplishments. Just “believe on Him Whom He hath sent.” 

Absurd, right? It certainly is to the intellect of this world! It is 

as absurd to believe that Word of Jesus as it was for the 

Israelites to believe they were healed simply by looking at the 

serpent raised on a pole! 
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However, those who find themselves with the desire to 

step into His Life, somehow find that the grace to do so is 

already present and effective. 

“52 The Jews therefore strove among themselves, 

saying, How can this man give us his flesh to eat?  

53 Then Jesus said unto them, Verily, verily, I say unto 

you, Except ye eat the flesh of the Son of man, and drink his 

blood, ye have no life in you.” 

The crowd is still trying to understand what Jesus is 

saying, but it does not compute! They are still thinking Jesus 

is going to actually give them His physical body to eat! That 

sounded like madness! 

But Jesus is undaunted, and even ups the ante! “If you do 

not eat my flesh and drink my blood, you have no life in you!” 

Whoa! 

You MUST Eat My Flesh and Drink My 

Blood 

What in the world is He talking about? It is really quite 

simple. He is speaking of Life in union with Him, outside of 

which, there is only death. That is why His metaphor is so 

powerful, because to “eat Him,” means to take Him inside 

oneself, so that He becomes inwardly joined to us in a Deity-

Spirit to human-spirit union. Through that union His Life in us 

comes out of one “unified” Spirit, two Who are now one even 

as He is One with the Father. (1 Cor 6:17; John 17:11, 20-23, 

1 John 4:17). 
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There must be a new “eating” to cancel out the old 

“eating.” Our forefathers fell from “eating” of the wrong tree. 

They took the Serpent’s poison that was in the Tree, ate it, 

and it nested inside them as a false consciousness of 

independence.  

What did they take in? They took in the enemy and his 

kingdom of darkness, though mitigated by the temporal 

nature of the good and evil of this world. They became 

children of wrath. (Eph 2:1-3). 

Therefore we can see how receiving again the image of 

God renewed in Christ, is also accomplished by an “eating.” 

That is, we take Christ now inside us! And He causes the 

enemy to be vomited out!   

Now is that legalism, somehow contradictory to grace? If 

we take it as a “given” because of our doctrine or the 

“finished work of the Cross,” but do not enter in ourselves, it 

is of no effect. God does not give honorary degrees.  

It is available to all, but there must be an entering in. This 

truth is all over the pages of the New Testament in plain 

words, and all over the Old Testament, sometimes not in such 

plain words. One cannot describe a meal he has not eaten. 

As I said above, there seems to be a movement these 

days to deny that we “receive,” “accept,” or “make a decision 

for Christ,” or even simply to “believe.”  

It just “is” this movement tells us, and we can just be 

aware of that and that is enough. In fact, we do not even 

have to be aware of it!  
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However, to me that is not a Spirit-imbued Biblical 

understanding of grace. God wants sons, full sons who know 

the Father in themselves and live from the indestructible Life 

within them. That means that God wants sons who are “real” 

persons, persons who choose, persons who decide where to 

go, when to go and how to go, with no questions asked of 

themselves. Sons speak with authority – not lording over, but 

for edification. They are one with God, which means they are 

“God” wherever they go. It simply cannot mean anything 

else.  

The only way they can know this image in themselves, so 

that it is operative, is first to know that in Christ they have 

died in His death and subsequently have risen again in His 

Resurrection by the Spirit.  

Secondly, as I said above, there must be an entering in! If 

we do enter in, it would be by the Holy Spirit! Entering in, in 

this case, is to believe God’s Words to us, but not stop just 

there, but to take them in as the Spirit makes them 

“personal” to us. Now, we do that as the Spirit directs. There 

are no formulas, no schedules, no procedures. We simply 

confess that God has performed in us that which we spoke 

and continue to speak.  

That is one of our offices. To speak the Word of God. 

That has almost an infinite number of forms it could take, and 

the Lord has an infinite number of positions open!  We start 

out speaking the Word for ourselves and our close ones, but 

as we keep on we speak Words for whoever and whatever 

and however as the Spirit leads us.  
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This is an important topic! As we become more and 

more settled the Life begins to move outward from us. It is 

not under “our” control. We live the “wind” life (Jn 3:8). 

Anything from a quiet gentle breeze on a lazy afternoon, to 

the force and cleansing power of a Category 5 hurricane.  

The best we could say of that other idea of grace is that it 

is a product of the natural mind, and not the mind of Christ. 

However, the “natural mind,” unless it is living in the 

enlightenment of the Spirit, is never just itself alone. It falls 

back into the kingdom of darkness and spews its untruths, 

once the “natural mind” of man takes over by denying the 

Spirit. (1 Cor 2:14) 

I must object most strenuously! All that will do is just re-

create what we used to call “nominal Christianity,” i.e., 

churches or groups that require no personal actions of faith 

toward God or reception of Christ, just a belief in the 

doctrines of the church, but no intimate knowledge (as Adam 

“knew Eve his wife”) of God. Another name for that is a “form 

of godliness which denies the power of it!” (2 Tim 3:5). That 

is what “religion” without personal faith becomes! 

When I say there must be an entering in, all that means is 

we step into Life by faith! I sincerely question the motives 

and/or spiritual source of someone who opposes our 

operation of personal faith! It is the most prevalent thing in 

the New Testament, as well as the old, and is what makes us 

persons! The Father is raising up true sons, who have 

endured through the trials, who have found by living that God 
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IS faithful, that God can and DOES set a table in the 

wilderness, who speak no more with double-mindedness, but 

now in the authority that comes from the Son and the Spirit 

only.  

God “proves” every one of His sons, not by testing them 

and showing them what failures they are, but by 

demonstrating the faithfulness of God within them! The last 

thing the Lord God expects of us is that we would do nothing 

in our lives. We do find our own emptiness, so in that sense 

as we walk, “we” do nothing, it is the Lord.  

However, in that regard, with us it is just like Jesus said, 

“I do nothing OF MYSELF.” It is not that we do nothing, but 

that we do nothing “of ourselves.” What we “do” is what the 

Father prepared for us to do before the foundation of the 

earth, and we WILL do them, because it is no longer “I” but 

He doing them, as me. In other words, as I am doing them, 

He is doing them.  

So that is all Jesus is telling the crowd. “Look, this is all 

available to you to every one of you! But you must enter in, 

by eating My flesh and drinking My blood, because if you do 

not,” Jesus tells them,” you have no life in you!” 

People operating under the natural mind idea of grace 

described above would leave at that point. Jesus is telling 

them something to “do,” and, “We cannot let anyone, even 

Jesus, put us ‘under law.’ This guy Jesus is contradictory to 

grace!”  

But it is not quite like that, is it? Regarding drinking His 

blood and eating His body, Jesus said, TO CHRISTIANS (so it 
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is not an Old Covenant sort of thing), “THIS DO IN 

REMEMBRANCE OF ME!”  

Why this emphasis on “DO,” instead of “believe” as we 

have discussed elsewhere? First, let us understand Jesus is 

not primarily talking about a church service or activity. Some 

have taken that to mean that if we do not receive 

communion, we have no life in us. The communion elements 

have the Life in them, and we must consume them to receive 

the Life.  

However, Jesus is not talking about church, nor is He 

meaning a weekly “memorial” service, where we scrunch up 

our faces trying to emote reverence and holy attitudes. He is 

not saying to consume the communion elements to “acquire 

Him,” but to recognize we HAVE consumed HIM! Doing it in 

remembrance of Him also does not mean a church service, 

nor does it mean that we are “remembering” past events 

when Jesus lived and was crucified. The “remembrance” is of 

the Spirit, and it is the reminder of the Life in us that came 

into us when we consumed Him. Communion services should 

be joyful celebrations of Who we are, by remembering what 

His blood accomplished for us, and what His body did for us, 

so that we might live the Life we are living today! Because of 

what He did, first for us, then in us, and now as us, in our 

recognition of that fact we discover that now WE are the Life!  

When we eat His flesh and drink His blood, He is the Life 

in us, in all the different descriptions of Him throughout the 

Scriptures. He is the Son of God/Son of Man; Water of Life; 
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Light of the World; the True Vine; the Firstborn of many 

brethren; the Captain of our Salvation; Him which is, and 

which was, and which is to come; the Bright and Morning 

Star; the Daystar from on High; Wonderful, Counselor, Prince 

of Peace; Alpha and Omega; All and in all. He is the True Vine 

and we are branches grafted into Him, the Christ–Vine! He is 

the inner Life in the temple of our spirits, souls and bodies. 

He is the Treasure and we are the earthen vessels who were 

called, chosen, and anointed to manifest Him in our mortal 

flesh.  

As Paul wrote: “For whom he did foreknow, he also did 

predestinate to be conformed to the image of his Son, that he 

might be the firstborn among many brethren. Moreover 

whom he did predestinate, them he also called:  and whom 

he called, them he also justified:  and whom he justified, 

them he also glorified.” (Rom 8:29,30). 

Jesus continues on: 

“56 He that eateth my flesh, and drinketh my blood, 

dwelleth in me, and I in him.  

57 As the living Father hath sent me, and I live by the 

Father: so he that eateth me, even he shall live by me.  

58 This is that bread which came down from heaven: not 

as your fathers did eat manna, and are dead: he that eateth 

of this bread shall live forever.”  

Back to this communion issue: What does this have to do 

with our communion traditions in our churches? They run 

through a broad spectrum, from the ultra-sacramentalists to 

the almost-forget-about-its and everything in between.  
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For me the answer does not lie in the form of service in 

which communion is given and received, nor in a theology, a 

church hierarchy or tradition behind it. It is primarily in the 

faith of the individual communicant.  

For myself, when I speak of “eating His flesh” and 

“drinking His blood,” it is for me an unending ongoing event. 

Every aspect of His Body, which was given for me, and every 

attribute of His “cup of salvation” which is His Blood, are also 

continually operative in me, just as is the River of Living 

Water that flows continually out of my middle. I am not 

saying it as somebody who thinks he is special, other than we 

are ALL special, because if we are in Christ, this reality I am 

describing is no respecter of persons – in Christ we all are His 

manifestation of the Cross. Being no more children but now 

growing up into adulthood, His Body and Blood continually 

remind us we have come to know the power of His 

resurrection, having entered into the fellowship of His 

sufferings, and been made “conformable to His death,” (Phil 

3:10). It is why Paul said, “For I determined not to know any 

thing among you, save Jesus Christ, and Him crucified.” (1 

Cor 2:2).  

Eating His flesh and drinking His blood brings us to the 

fulfillment in this life of His Life in us: “Always bearing about 

in the body the dying of the Lord Jesus, that the life also of 

Jesus might be made manifest in our body. For we which live 

are alway delivered unto death for Jesus' sake, that the life 
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also of Jesus might be made manifest in our mortal flesh. So 

then death worketh in us, but life in you.” (2 Cor 4:10). 

As our outer means of remembering this, from its earliest 

days the church has held the Communion of the Lord as a 

sacred and central rite. Since the days of the Reformation 500 

years ago, great disputes and eventually even wars have 

been fought over this and similar issues, first between 

Catholic and Protestant, and then between Protestant and 

Protestant. There were actually wars fought and men killed, 

over what kind of clothing the clergy should wear, how 

churches should be decorated, whether they should pray out 

of a prayer book or have individual prayer, whether the bread 

and wine ACTUALLY turned into Jesus’ body and blood, or 

was just symbolic. Wars!!!! Desolation of countries!!! 

Abomination!!!! 

I am not here to answer those questions or even give an 

opinion. Where God is apprehended in a person’s faith, my 

heart is there! I know people who live by the Eucharist, who 

would have it every day if their churches offered it. I have 

heard many testimonies of how people felt themselves visited 

by grace when receiving the elements. I have no reason to 

doubt them. It has happened to me. 

One of the major openings of my life occurred at the 

communion rail in an Episcopal church in the early 1980s. As 

my family filed up the right side toward the altar and others 

filed in from the left side, when we got to the altar and began 

to kneel, I glanced around at those at the rail with me. It was 
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an affluent church, many wealthy people, but I was neither 

affluent nor wealthy.  

As I looked at some of the others at the rail with us, I had 

the thought, “Gosh, that man’s suit could probably feed my 

family for a month.” As quickly as that thought came, another 

even greater inner Word came to me, thundering straight 

from the Spirit: “Do not call what I have cleansed common!” 

(Acts 10:15). Then as I received the bread and the wine from 

the priest and consumed them, great lights and openings 

were going on in my inner mind.  

I had discounted the “faith” of others in the church, based 

on their clothing and judging by a preconceived idea toward 

people who did not seem to me to have a real experience of 

Christ. I had no business coming to such conclusions and the 

Spirit let me know it. My brain was going, my “more 

evangelical than Episcopal” brain, and I held some of the 

people there in a lesser place in my mind.  

But what the Spirit further showed me has been fuel for 

me since that day. He said, “I honor the smallest ember of 

faith toward God.” He was giving me the “I do not break off a 

bruised reed or quench a smoking flax” talk. (Matt 12:20). It 

did not matter to the Spirit that the people saw or did not see 

the Eucharist in a certain theological light – it only mattered 

that the people sought God and were apprehended of Christ 

in their faith. Even if it was the one and only “faith action” 

they could make – it was 100% to them and thus 100% to 

the Spirit. Exactly like the widow’s mite. 
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A Hard Saying 

59 These things said he in the synagogue, as he taught 

in Capernaum. 

60 Many therefore of his disciples, when they had heard 

this, said, This is an hard saying; who can hear it?  

61 When Jesus knew in himself that his disciples 

murmured at it, he said unto them, Doth this offend you?  

62 What and if ye shall see the Son of man ascend up 

where he was before?  

63 It is the spirit that quickeneth; the flesh profiteth 

nothing: the words that I speak unto you, they are spirit, and 

they are life. 

Eventually, a number of the people there, many of whom 

had been walking with Jesus long enough to be considered 

among his disciples (students), decided they had heard 

enough. They had heard Jesus say all sorts of wonderful, 

gracious things, and had seen Him perform miracles such as 

mankind had never seen nor have seen since in great 

numbers, but they could not stomach the “eat my flesh, drink 

my blood” talk. It was just too much! Whatever they had 

seen in Him before, they let it go, because of this final 

offense.  

Except for the twelve, who when asked why they did not 

leave also, answered Him, “Where else could we go? You 

have the words of eternal life.” They had already burned their 

bridges. There was no going back for them to what had been 

before. Once caught, no escape! 
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He had looked around at all His disciples, who were far 

more than twelve, and, in regard to the “absurdity” of eating 

His flesh and drinking His blood, He posed the question, 

“What if you see me ascend to where I was before?” 

That question thrown in at that point puzzled me for a 

very long time. Jesus is always saying things that seem out of 

place, or off point sometimes, so I pondered His question for 

a time. Then I realized that He was, in a sense, juxtaposing 

flesh and spirit, one against the other, and in His question He 

was pointing out the qualitative difference between the two, 

so much of a qualitative difference that we cannot compare 

them!  

Flesh and what flesh knows and what flesh does, is as 

smoke in the wind compared to the Life of the Eternal Spirit. 

If He suddenly “ascended to where He was before” (with the 

Father in the heavenlies), do we realize how that would have 

affected those who were there? Imagine it. If we had walked 

with this Man Who seemed to have the words of God for a 

time, but had also seen Him as a “regular” man like 

ourselves, what a shock would it have been to the senses if 

He suddenly rose up and was swallowed up into Heaven! The 

enormity of the event would be so foreign to everything we 

had ever seen or known, it would almost break our minds. 

We had no frame of reference for it.  

That is the comparison that Jesus makes between the 

Truth He is declaring, and the blindness of the flesh that 

cannot see it. It is THAT different, SO different, it overthrows 
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our entire existence! In the scheme of things and what we 

might say “flesh” accomplishes (and here I am speaking of 

the fallen flesh consciousness of independence, not the 

physical body or soul or their attributes), flesh profits nothing! 

Nada. Zero. We do not even get credit for the effort, because 

except the Lord build a house, they labor in vain that try to 

build it. (We do not get credit for the effort, but we sure do 

get a great Spirit education when we “try” to build the Lord’s 

house. See Romans 7.) 

“The words that I speak unto you, they are spirit, and 

they are life.” 

This little sentence spoken by Jesus of Nazareth two 

millennia ago in our time, is as great a Word as there is in all 

Scripture. They echo Genesis 1:3 and John 1:1,3.  

“And God said, Let there be light:  and there was light.” 

 “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with 

God, and the Word was God… All things were made by him; 

and without him was not anything made that was made.” 

I did not know, in those beginning days and for quite a 

while after, how deeply the Spirit penetrated and permeated 

me, by the words of Jesus in the Scripture, and the personal 

words for me particularly that came in those early days. I did 

not know that His Word by the Holy Spirit, whether in 

Scripture or not in Scripture, had been the means whereby 

He created His Life in me; it had actually built a building in 

me; it actually set up the domicile for the Living God, and 

filled me with His fire.  
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I might have had an idea of it, but I did not yet know the 

reality. Many of those early years were self-focused years, 

worried about my own righteousness, but the building was 

going on anyway. He knew I would catch up. As I fretted and 

worried, sought this and sought that, tried this and tried that, 

He kept on building His perfect house.  

It is amazing that the SON is also the WORD! And the 

WORD is creating, sustaining, advancing, world upon world, 

life upon life.  

But one day it hits you – it did me! He had grown up His 

full crop of “Me” right under my nose while I was still trying 

to figure out how to hold my mouth right or which shoe to 

put on first. The “full corn in the ear,” as the KJV puts it in 

Mark 4:26-20. My favorite line in the parable, is that the plant 

grows and bears fruit, and the farmer, “knoweth not how!” 

Me, too! 

See what I mean? I had thought it was something else, 

and I was desperately still “seeking” it, so I can testify with 

total sincerity, I did not do it! He did! When I saw it, that He 

had brought certain of His fruit to full ripeness in me, even 

while I was distracted and looking the other way, by the Spirit 

it was an easy step, a momentary transition from one plane 

to another. It was as if I just stepped out of a dense forest in 

an instant into a surprisingly luscious and green sun-drenched 

meadow. In a heartbeat, I changed from seeker to finder.  

That is the power of His Words. They are Spirit, and they 

are Life. Every Word of His is Life, Abundance, Power and 
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Love. They create or renew. They restore. They edify. Every 

promise of God in Him sounds a resounding YES! YES to Who 

He is, and YES to Who we are in Him! 

Now, if we have made the discovery that He has 

accomplished in “me” what He said He would, that even now 

it is His Life that we have received and by which we live, so 

that we come to our personal discovery of the truth of 

Galatians 2:20 in our own lives, we are ready for the final 

step. What do we do with it? 

I learned it like this. I have told the story before but no 

matter; it bears telling again. I was questioning (not the first 

time, nor the last) the validity of His Life in me, i.e., my 

“effectiveness,” etc., stuff like that. The thoughts that were 

going on in my mind were telling me I really did not have 

anything “concrete” to give anyone. I do not do physical 

healing; that is not my gift. I am not much good at practical 

things, so nothing I can help anybody with there. I do not 

know how to patch up marriages or get kids off drugs. I 

actually said to the Lord, “All I have got is WORDS! What are 

words when somebody wants a cheeseburger?”  

And that is when the Spirit turned it around on me, from 

me receiving the Words of Christ within me as He built His 

Life in me, to now being a speaker of those same words. The 

words that are, in themselves, “spirit” and “life,” are now my 

words. Because it is He Who lives in, through, and as me, 

manifesting His holy righteousness and love in my weak frail 

humanity, that He quickens to every task required, that He 

uses to bear about the Life of the Cross, the sacrifice of His 
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Body and Blood, carried around in my body and in my words 

and in my life. And indeed in all our lives! 

It goes full circle when we consciously realize we are now 

as much transmitters as we have been receivers. “Freely ye 

have received,” the Master said, “freely give.” (Matt 10:8). 

We cannot really give what we have in fulness until we realize 

we have fully received. What He has spoken has become 

reality in our lives, through the confirmation of our faith the 

Spirit brings.  

I learned that the Words He speaks by me do deeper 

things than visible miracles in the temporal do. The visible 

miracles point to the invisible Miracle! The truth Christ speaks 

now He speaks out of our mouths, “The kingdom of heaven is 

at hand. We ARE healing the sick, the dead ARE being raised, 

the lepers ARE cleansed, the demons have been cast out, and 

we have proclaimed LIBERTY to the captives, and the 

acceptable year of the Lord!” 

Arise, Sons of God. Shine! The Light is in you! Its 

brightness engulfs you fully, and you cannot help but be in 

the world a lighthouse for people looking for shelter from the 

cold human storms. 

Let us remember always: “This is the LORD'S doing; it is 

marvellous in our eyes.” (Ps 118:23) 

And also: “He that glorieth, let him glory in the Lord.” (1 

Cor 1:31). 
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Well, good afternoon. Today I am going to talk about Galatians 

2:20, and I have not prepared anything this time, so, we will just see 

what the Lord has for us. 

First of all, I want to give people the option to bail out at the 

beginning, if you want, because I am going to tell you what I told a 

conference of men 2 or 3 years ago out in California. They had given 

some of us opportunities to give short talks, setting us a 7 minute 

limit, since there was a main speaker who was to come. As it is when 

people talk about these things – one guy spoke 20 minutes, another 

30, another 40*, and then it came my turn.  *(I might have 

exaggerated those times a bit.) 

Well, I felt like the leader of the conference was really kind of 

getting a little nervous, since he had reserved all this time for the 

main speaker, so I thought, “I'll just make this short.”  

And this is what I said … but let me just preface this by saying 

that this was a conference of very accomplished professional men, 

primarily, men who are very intelligent, men who were very 

successful, and men who were very analytical, so, this is what I said: 

“Let's just suppose, for the sake of argument, without any further 

analysis, without any 'taking apart,' without any qualification, that 

the following words are true, right now, in the present moment, for 

each of us, in our lives today. And those words are these: 'I AM 

crucified with Christ, nevertheless I live, yet not I … but Christ liveth 

in me, and the life I now live in the flesh, I live by the faith OF the 

Son of God, Who loved me, and gave Himself for me.'” And with 

that, I sat down. And those of you who know me, know that is the 

shortest speech I have ever given. I'll just let that rest in your mind 
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just a moment because that really is the simplicity of the gospel, and 

you can just take it at face value, and believe it, and live on it. So I 

am going to give you a couple of seconds to consider that, and for 

those who have not left after that, I will go into a further explanation 

of Galatians 2:20. 

The Ultimate Purpose of God 

Alright. So we will talk a little bit about the mechanics of 

Galatians 2:20. I want to tell you that this is the central core truth of 

the New Testament, which makes it really the central core truth of 

the whole Bible.  

The purpose of God in creation and in sending His Son to give His 

Life for us after our race had fallen through our father Adam, was 

not so that we could spend could spend 10 billion trillion gazillion 

years sitting in Heaven looking at Him telling Him how great He is. I 

hate to trample on a bunch of toes, that have that vision, but I have 

never thought a whole lot about that vision, and let me tell you why.  

A lot about God can be known through our natural lives. Now let 

me ask you this – what parent, what father, what mother, unless he 

had a sick narcissistic psychology would want his or her children to 

sit around the house all day and look at Mom and Dad telling them 

how great they are? No, that is not the purpose of procreation, that 

our children would continually worship us. What we want is for our 

children, theoretically, to take the provision, the education, the 

values, the things that we have given them, and then to take those 

out and develop their own lives on the basis of those things. And we 

want them to be successful in what they do. We want them to go out 
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and live full and whole lives, and not only that, but for them to bear 

children and do the same with those children. So that we do not 

want our kids to be sitting around the house saying, “O Dad, Mom, 

you are great, you are great, we love you, you are so good, you are 

so good!” 

I would say, “Get out of here, go do something, do something 

with your life. That is how you show me I am great! That is how you 

show me that I have done a good job, is you go out and do 

something yourself.” 

That is what God sees in us. He has this Love-drive, and the 

Love-drive seeks to reproduce. That is the first thing He said, to the 

children of men, after creation. He says, “Be fruitful and multiply.” He 

wants a RACE of people, and a race of people that show forth His 

Life. And His Life is Love. His Life is Love toward others – love that 

goes out, love whose death is to meet the need of the other. To 

provide for, and if necessary, die for that other that the other might 

live. So when Christ is reproduced in us, when Christ becomes alive 

in us, then that is the Life we live. We are not interested in getting 

disciples to ourselves so they can all sit around and marvel at our 

wisdom and marvel at our holiness and our beauty. No, we want the 

people that God gives to us – we want them to grow up and become 

whole persons themselves.  

You know, Paul said to Timothy, “What I have given to you, you 

teach to other men who will also commit it to others.” And so this 

Life is a continual outflow. It says in Hebrews that Christ is the 

outraying of the Divine. Well see, that is the whole purpose of this 

Life, is that Christ would be formed in us, and then through that 
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formation of Christ in us, we would reproduce Christ in others. And 

then they in turn would reproduce Christ in others.  

And so that you have, eventually, God's plan I believe is this. It is 

that you have a whole vast family of Sons, and that includes 

daughters as well, who by the Life of the Son, THE Son, in them, go 

out and continually reproduce Life. That is what love is. Love 

reproduces itself. Love does not draw in, sucking in, wanting things 

for its own benefit. Love goes the whole length – it dies that 

someone else might live! In Revelation, in the center of the Throne 

of the Throne of God, in the center of power, in the center of the 

Godhead, it says there's a Lamb slain from the foundations of the 

earth. Therefore, before there was a “sinner who sinned,” there was 

a Lamb slain to cover the sin. And It is not just [about] -“sinners who 

sin” – It is the Principle, the Principle of Love – [which is] that the 

Son continually gives His Life, that Light may come forth.  

The sun in the sky is an example of this. The sun – the light and 

the heat from the sun, comes scientifically by hydrogen fusion, as far 

as I understand it – I am no scientist. It is in a sense a “death” of 

certain kinds of atomic particles, that other kinds of atomic energy 

might come forth, which results in [the] tremendous heat and 

tremendous light of the sun. So that we feel it and see it and it gives 

life to our planet 93 million miles away. That is some heat, and that 

is some light! The light is actually what generates the heat on this 

planet, through friction. And all of that is an example of the love of 

God, how God is an outgoing force, an outgoing life, to reproduce 

Himself.  
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Now, the human race fell. We all know about Adam and Eve. 

They partook of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil in the 

Garden. That is a whole other subject and perhaps we will talk on 

that one day. But the result of that [Fall] is that the entire human 

race became infilled, if you will, by the god of wrath, and became 

vessels of wrath.   

God isn't displeased with us just because we are going out and 

doing bad things. What has happened to us is that we have been 

invaded. We have the wrong master. We have the wrong king who 

rules us, when we are part of that fallen race. Through Adam, death 

came to all men. That is because Adam and Eve, when they took a 

piece of fruit, it wasn't just a piece of fruit! It was the wrong god IN 

the piece of fruit, who is the god of, “I'll be for myself, I'll be for 

me!”  

And so when they ingested, when they took it within themselves, 

that is an example of the invasion that happened, a parable. They 

took it inside them. And when they took that fruit inside them, the 

snake was in the fruit. It is like a worm in an apple, they swallowed 

the apple, but they also swallowed the worm that was in the apple. 

And then he became intertwined with them and they lost their 

consciousness – it was an unconscious consciousness that they had, 

because they had not yet come to a full consciousness of who they 

were – but they were walking around in the light of God. They had 

no idea of anything except provision and light and beauty and joy. 

They had no idea of anything negative. They didn't know heat or 

cold. They didn't know sorrow. And they didn't [really] know joy 

either, really, because if you do not know sorrow, you cannot know 

joy.  
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So there had to come some kind of experience where mankind, 

to be the Sons that we are, to be conscious Sons, who are conscious 

of Who we are and why we are, and what we are about. There has 

to be this educational process where we understand the difference 

between joy and sorrow, we understand the difference between life 

and death. So, the only way we can actually know that, is to in some 

measure experience it ourselves. It is like the difference between 

seeing a picture of the Grand Canyon, and going there to see it in 

person. NO comparison! If you've been there you know what I mean. 

And if you have not been there you do not.  

I have been to both the Grand Canyon and Niagara Falls, and I 

have heard people say, “Niagara Falls is a lot like the Grand Canyon.” 

Niagara Falls does not hold a candle to the Grand Canyon! (In my 

opinion, I guess other people would see differently.) Because it is 

such a vast thing, it cannot be captured on camera. It cannot be 

captured on TV; it cannot be captured in a motion picture film. You 

must see it yourself.  

Well, this Life of God is the same way. It is not something we just 

know through a book. Or from being taught in Sunday School or 

from hearing sermons. It is something we must live, something we 

must experience. We must become one with Truth to know Truth. 

Truth must be intertwined with you, so that you start being who you 

really are. And that is the whole purpose of this Life of God, and the 

redemption that Jesus Christ has accomplished for us.  

Well now, getting back to what I said – the whole human race 

was captured, and somebody had to come along, and deliver the 
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human race from that capture, and reconnect us to the true source 

of Life.  

The Fruit of the Tree 

The main result of eating of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good 

and Evil – the devil told them that “if you'll eat this, you'll become 

wise as gods, you'll become like God, knowing Good and Evil.” 

Well now, what is a god? A god is a self-sufficient being. A god is 

somebody who can do it. A god is somebody who is independent, 

alone, needing nothing from anyone. In fact, he kind of deserves the 

praise and adoration of everyone else. That is what this kind of god 

does. And so, what happened in the Fall, was that every human 

being that came after that was a little independent godlet, in their 

own thinking, in their own consciousness. Now people didn't 

necessarily think of themselves as gods, but that is really what 

happened. Because a mentality arose of aloneness, a mentality arose 

of independence, in which we see ourselves as just a unitary self, not 

hooked up with any other self. 

Union, is from the beginning – and God breathed into Adam His 

own breath, and Adam became a living soul, it said. And so Adam 

began to be alive and be a person when the breath – and the breath 

of God is the Spirit of God – entered into him. Adam's life from the 

beginning was a union life. He wasn't just created a solitary being on 

the earth, independent and alone, separate from God up there, and 

Adam and Eve alone down here trying to run around in the Garden 

and be like God Who is over there, up there, somewhere where they 

were not.  
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That only occurred in the Fall, because Adam and Eve suddenly 

became alone and they suddenly became scared and they suddenly 

realized their own nakedness, which is more than they just looked 

down and realized they didn't have any clothes on, there's a lot more 

involved with that.  

The first thing they knew was separation. They hid. They were 

afraid; they were guilty, and in that guilt and fear is separation. 

Apparently they didn't really know – that before they had been 

united with God, because it had been an unconscious thing. His Life 

had been the inner Life that they were.  

However, in partaking of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and 

Evil, they thought they could be that [the Life] themselves, which is 

what Lucifer had done in the Eternal. In the Eternal he had said – 

and you can see this in Isaiah chapter 14  – he said, “I will be like 

the Most High, I will ascend above the stars.” It said in Ezekiel, 

chapter 28, that he saw his own beauty, and he worshipped his 

beauty. He thought, “Man I am great! Look at this beauty that I 

have, the jewels, these encrustments …. ”  

Well, all that came from God! It is kind of like if the moon were a 

sentient being, the moon had a consciousness of its own, and the 

moon decided one day it didn't need the sun, because, “Look at this 

light I have got, that I am shining on the earth all the time! This is 

glorious light that I have.” And if it were possible to cut itself off from 

the sun, what would happen? The moon has no light of its own. The 

moon is a dark mass. What we see on the earth is the sun's light 

shining on the moon, and then we see the moon! No sunlight, no 

visible moon on earth!  
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That is another example of Who God is. God is Light, and what 

He does when He shines on those things, is that He manifests, 

THOSE things. I do not look up at the sky and say, “Oh look, the 

sun's light united with the moon.” I'll just say, “Oh look, the moon!” 

And we even call it the moon's light – we call it moonlight in the 

night time.  

That is because that union happens. And the union makes us 

forget that it is a union. Like with a lamp – we say, “turn on the 

light.” Well, actually, that is a union. It is electricity, and the objects 

the electricity flows through that creates the light. But we just say, 

“Turn on the light.” And we look at the moon and we say, “Look at 

the moon,” but we are really seeing the sun and the moon in a 

union, the light of the sun, and the moon, in a union.  

Well, that is our life! Our life was supposed to have been from 

the beginning, a union of God and us, but it manifests us! You see? 

It is not just that we are manifesting God – again, going back to 

what I originally said – God's plan isn't for us all to sit around the 

heavenly living room and tell Him how great He is through all 

eternity. His plan was to shine on “us,” and bring forth – US! Parents 

want their kids to be successful; parents want their kids to go out 

into the world and reproduce, and build lives. Well, that is what God 

wants of us! He wants us to manifest Him, through being ourselves. 

That is what union is, where the sun shines on the moon and brings 

forth the moon.  

But Satan thought, “Oh, I am the moon, I have got my own light, 

and I'll just be my own light and to heck with God. I do not need 

Him!” Well, of course we know, that his light became darkness. And 
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since his choice was an eternal choice, because he is an eternal 

being living only in eternity, therefore It is irrevocable.  

Well, our choice, Adam's and Eve's choice, was made in a 

temporal way, in a temporal setting, and so their choice can be 

reversed – up to a point. So, what happened in the whole human 

race when they fell was that this “thing” that the New Testament 

calls “the old man,” was created. The “old man” thinks he's 

“somebody,” and everybody starts living out of the force of might, 

after getting for themselves. It is what we call “self-for-self,” “I am 

for me and to heck with you!” God is, “I am for you and to hell with 

me!” Think about that – that is what Jesus did. 

And then also this consciousness arose in the human race, which 

is also the result of that, which is what we call, “independent self.” It 

is a self which thinks, or believes or acts, as if it is independent of 

God. It is not; it never is.  

Paul said to the Athenians who were idol worshippers, 

philosophers, everything but Christ, much like our world today, and 

he said, “In Him you live and move and have your being.” Now that 

does not just apply to people who have been “born again,” or 

“accepted Christ,” that is everybody, that is the whole race! In fact, 

that is the whole universe – [it] has its movement and being in God – 

where else could it? He IS the source of all existence! Everything has 

its source in Him.  

Now because beings are able to choose for themselves what they 

will be, some turn that Life in them around to where they cannot 

perceive God, because they are in darkness. It is like their backs are 

turned. That is what Satan did; he opened up that realm, the “father 
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of lies,” a “murderer from the beginning.” He was the source and 

originator of all that. But, to just reiterate this last point, this point 

again, independent self, or the idea that I am a “little god,” maybe 

not in those words, but “I am for me,” look out for ol' number one. 

That isn't just something recent, in the past 30-40 years. That has 

been the human race since Adam and Eve. “Look out for ol' number 

one!”  

And so, It is pretty easy to see the development of human 

history, where force of arms, gaining mastery over others, has been 

the premier occupation of the human race – the strong to oppress 

the weak, the mighty, the noble, the kings of the earth, get together 

all this power, so that they can have people serve them. That is the 

opposite of Who God is.  

So there's a “god of this world” running things. And it says, in 1 

John, that the whole world lies in the lap of the wicked one. I do not 

want to make too big a deal of this, the fact that he runs this world, 

because over and above Him is the Father, Who is above all, through 

all and in all. And even with the devil running this world, the Father 

is above that, and running everything, even the whole universe. And 

it says in Ephesians 1:11, that “He works all things after the counsel 

of His own will.” And so He lets all the beings Who make choices, 

make their choices, and have their consequences. But in all that, 

what He does, is that He works it all together for good to them who 

love God and to those who are called according to His purposes. So 

even evil, He works into His good plan.  

It is just like in Genesis 50:20, when Joseph's brethren came to 

him, really scared that now that their father, Jacob, has died, that 

Joseph is really going to let them have it, for what they did to him, 
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by throwing him into a pit and selling him into slavery in Egypt! And 

Joseph, who is also a representative or a type of Christ, forgives 

them, and not only that, he says, “What you did was evil, but God 

meant it for good.” So, they did evil, but God meant it, for good. And 

he said, “to save much people alive.” Isn't that interesting? So that 

Joseph's suffering eventually turned out to save the life of his family, 

and the entire race of Abraham. Joseph's suffering actually caused 

Jacob and his brothers to come down and live in Egypt, and grow 

into the nation of Israel in 400 years, and leave 600,000 or maybe 

even a million strong, to walk across the desert to the land of 

Canaan, which is also another story.  

I am Crucified with Christ 

What I have been trying to get to, in this, is an explanation of 

what Galatians 2:20 is about, and the first phrase that says, “I am 

crucified with Christ.”  

What is crucified? People say, well It is the flesh. Well, let's 

understand that the flesh – it is not the body – the flesh is this 

consciousness of independence, this consciousness of, “I am just 

me.” And if I do relate to God at all, then I relate through, well, I'll 

do things. I''ll make offerings, I'll make sacrifices, I'll toss a virgin 

into a volcano. I'll do certain things that God will be pleased with, 

and then He'll bless my crops, bless my family, give me money, 

whatever.  

That is a consciousness of independence. And we all are born 

with that and we all bring that with us into the Christian life. Because 

we read the scriptures that say our “old man” is dead – it says in 
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Romans chapter 6, verse 6, “knowing this, that our old man is 

crucified with Him, that the body of sin might be destroyed, that 

henceforth we should not serve sin.”  

Now, when we first come to Christ we do not know we were an 

“old man” and now we are a “new man.” We maybe go to class and 

we are taught that, but for most of us it goes over our head. 

Because we are still in this old consciousness, even though we've 

been redeemed, and we HAVE been. Now, I do not mean to say, that 

when we are born again we do not really “have it,” because He 

comes into us [and He's everything!], but this is what happens. It is 

a process that God takes us all through, to bring us to what we call 

“the end of ourselves,” that we might know that only His Life works 

in us, and it DOES work in us. But it takes a little bit of upset in most 

of our lives for us to come to that point.  

I came into Christ with great fervor, with great activity, with lots 

of answered prayers, miracles and all that sort of thing. There was 

no more an excited new believer than I was. A lot of you know my 

story and I won't go into all those stories right now, but I had a fall. I 

had a fall because one day a brother said to me, in the midst of all 

this excitement, “You know, you've really got to straighten out your 

life, to be more pleasing to God.”  

And, I bought it! You see, I would been living in this magnificent 

grace, “O hallelujah, hallelujah, Jesus has saved me, I am born again 

– I never knew! I fought it for a long long time, I mean when I came 

to Christ, I mean the scales just fell from my eyes like they did from 

Paul's.”  

I was “hallelujah brother.” I had a Volkswagen bus and I went 

and bought bumper stickers and covered it from head to toe, front to 
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back, top to bottom, with bumper stickers about Jesus. I bought New 

Testaments to give out to people.  

I did a lot of things like that. I did a lot of crazy things – I walked 

into a yoga ashram and gave out New Testaments to all these 

people. I had no fear. Until that brother said that to me – it was 

several months into a year or so or however long it was, into the 

Christian life. Everything is hallelujah hallelujah praise the Lord, this 

is wonderful … and then he said,  “You know everything about you is 

not perfect, and you've really got to work on this, work on this, work 

on this, to be more pleasing to God.” And I bought it. And what I 

didn't realize – and again, this is not to do with “me,” this is the plan 

of the Spirit, and God takes us, almost all of us this way. Maybe 

some of us he does not – you know, my experience does not have to 

be your experience, but the principles are basically the same in the 

way that God takes us.  

I “fell” then, and I liken it to when the children of Israel, who 

were confronted with the Law by Moses at Sinai. Moses brought 

down the tablets of the Law, the second time, and he read the Law 

to the people, and he told them the blessings and the curses – “if 

you do it, you are blessed, if you do not do it, you are cursed,” and 

then he said, “Alright, what is your answer?” The people said, “All 

that the Lord has spoken we will do.” They said that in unison. “All 

that the Lord has spoken we will do.”  

Well, guess what? I said that! I said, “Alright, that is what I am 

gonna do, yeah alright, I I’ve gotta go on a course of self-

improvement, to be more pleasing to God, to get closer to God, to 

pray more, to love more, to listen more, to be appreciative of others 
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more, to esteem [others better than myself]. All the 

“commandments” of the New Testament suddenly became things I 

had to do, that I had to tack onto my life. Now some escape that, 

but most do not. Most look at all that stuff [commandments and 

admonitions in the New Testament] and think, “Oh, I have got to be 

that!”  

And so that begins a process, and I call it a wilderness, but 

eventually we come to a consciousness. And the consciousness is to 

realize what Romans 6 says. The way we realize it is we go through 

Romans 7, but I am not going to talk about that today, because I am 

supposed to be talking about Galatians 2:20. But the thing is, is that 

we realize that this old self – we come to a knowledge and an 

understanding of what that old self was by a revelation of the Spirit, 

“Oh … I am not that! Oh … I am not this old self.” You see, we still 

think we are selfish. We think that “I am a something” and I have 

got to have God give me stuff or make me different, change me, do 

this or do that, because I still FEEL like I used to feel. I still have 

selfish thoughts. I still have “wrong” thoughts. I still have “lustful” 

thoughts, or I might have a desire that I think I shouldn't have. All 

this stuff keeps rumbling around in my humanity, and so I wrongly 

think that I am a wrong kind of self, because all that stuff is still 

there. All that stuff I thought God had forgiven me of, He had 

forgiven me, but a lot of it is still churning around in there, and 

everything that I do does not seem to be perfect. Everything I do 

just seems “not quite there.” And condemnation began to set in.  

But what happens one day is we come to an understanding – I 

am going to skip over a lot of this because I want to get to Galatians 

2:20 – we come to an understanding that that old me that used to 
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be, the primary thing that I was, or that I thought I was – I never 

was really this, you have to understand, there is no such thing as 

independent self! You see, because we were run from within by the 

god of this world before we were born again. And when we are born 

again, the god of this world is kicked out of us, and the God of 

heaven and earth and all things, comes to live in us, the Triune God, 

Father Son and Holy Spirit come to live in us in their different 

functions. And we have a heaven within that we really do not know is 

there. It takes a while for the crustiness of who we were to be 

burned off. This is God's plan.  

What has really happened is that this old man that we were, this 

“man of sin,” is crucified. And how is it crucified? Jesus Christ – we 

know about His blood and that it cleansed us from sin. His blood took 

care of the problem of sins, the things that we had done, our guilts, 

our past, the things that bother us, the things we've done to hurt 

other people, the things we've done to hurt ourselves, our failures of 

love. All of these things are forgiven in Him and cleansed, made 

completely new, as if I am an innocent new-born babe all over again, 

in His blood. And not only does He remove the effects and the 

penalty for sins, through His blood, but He takes away the 

consciousness of sins in His blood. We have no more sin 

consciousness. His blood makes us clean new-born babes – we 

become innocent again!  

I have a growing 12 year old grandson, who is a wonderfully 

kind, tender little boy, who at this point is very innocent, and he's 

seen a lot in his life to make him not innocent, but somehow he has 

still retained his innocence. I know one day that innocence is going 
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to be … tainted, and I'll be sad about it, but I'll know It is God's way 

to bring him through eventually to knowing who he is in Christ. I see 

that innocence in little children. That is the innocence that returns to 

us through the blood of Jesus.  

The Body of Christ 

But in the body of Jesus, it is something entirely different. When 

the body of Jesus was crucified, and He died, His spirit separated – 

when you die, the spirit leaves the body – and it says in 2nd 

Corinthians 5:21 – and this is an absolute key to understanding this –  

it says in 2nd Corinthians 5:21 that He, meaning God the Father, 

made Him, Jesus, Who knew no sin, “to BE sin for us, that we might 

be made the righteousness of God in Him.”  

Now, Jesus became “SIN” on the Cross, in other words, He took 

into Himself not just our sins that we had committed, but the SIN 

that had caused them! And “SIN” is, the person of Satan. Lucifer is 

the source of Sin. He IS “Sin,” and he produces “sins.” As He said to 

the Pharisees in John 8:44, “You are of your father the devil, and his 

lusts do you do.”  

So, Lucifer is Sin; he is the originator of Sin and he is Mr. Sin, 

and Sin Personified! And He [Jesus] took that into Himself – I do not 

know, I do not understand it, I am not trying to say that I 

understand the depths of that because I do not. Only Jesus Christ 

could do that. Only Jesus Christ, because of Who He was, could take 

that into Himself, to take all of Sin into Himself, all that came upon 

us, and experience the full wrath of God on Himself, which is what 

Satan is – he is the wrath of God. He opened up the wrath of God.  
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There is no wrath of God except in darkness, except in a wrong 

relationship – It is like the sun – the sun does not change. If you are 

in a wrong relationship to the sun, you are too close to it, or you go 

out, and you have fair skin like I do, and you stay out too long in it, 

that is a wrong relationship to the sun, and I feel the effects of its 

burning. And so, that is in a sense, its wrath. It is not that the sun 

has a “wrath” – the sun just shines – and you are either in a right 

relationship or a wrong relationship to it. The right relationship 

determines whether you are in joy, or the wrong relationship 

determines whether you are in wrath.  

The “wrath of God” was opened by Satan and that “wrath” came 

into Jesus and He took it into Himself, and overcame it. He took the 

full measure of all that was in us, and was coming to us, and would 

have come to us, and He took the full measure of that and overcame 

it, and died to it. So that when Sin left Him, it left us! So that not 

only were our sins forgiven, but Sin himself was removed from us. 

From our inner spirit. He kicked out the god of wrath; He kicked out 

the god of self-for-self, and came to live in us, and dwell in us, by His 

Holy Spirit, whose job among many, is to reveal Christ. And He 

reveals Christ, first to us, then for us, then in us, and then finally, as 

us.  

The Holy Spirit does all that. And all that comes about through 

the fact that Jesus was made Sin for us, and took sin into Himself, 

that we might become the righteousness of God. So if you are born 

again, you ARE the righteousness of God! There's no doubt about it! 

Because the righteousness of God lives in you! You do not have your 

own righteousness, do you? Of course not! Paul said I thought I had 
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my own righteousness, but I found out it was dung! And we all know 

what dung is, and we know the slang for it, well, that is what Paul 

was saying, “It is dung!” I do not have any righteousness of my own. 

I have no self-ability to be pleasing to God. I have no self-ability to 

do anything! Except, to receive Him, that is the only thing I can do, 

is to receive. And receiving is an activity of faith – in fact, that IS 

what the one human capacity is, is faith, or reception. Just open 

yourself up and say, “Oh, I receive that, or I'll take that.” That is 

what faith is – It is all it is. You just see what God says, and you say, 

“Oh, ok, I'll take that.”  

So, that is what happened. “I am crucified with Him.”  When I 

am crucified with Him, the “I” that was crucified, is this false “I” that 

thinks it is God Himself, that thinks it can do things to please God, 

that thinks it can get for itself, or have for itself. Or – that is the 

negative side of that “I” – the so called “I'll be holy” side is really just 

a fake holiness, because you think you are taking holiness into 

yourself and you are “becoming holy.”  

You see, I used to pray for the Lord to “make me spiritual.” I 

wanted to be “spiritual” so I could be a little more along than my 

brothers. I mean that is part of it. That “I” is really subtle. It wants 

to attain, so that it will be something.  

Well, Galatians says a man who thinks he is something, when he 

is nothing, he's a fool, he fools himself. There is no such thing as a 

“something,” except God! We are not “good.” Everybody thinks Jesus 

was really “good,” but when people came up to Him and said, “Good 

master, what shall I do to inherit eternal life?” Jesus said, “Why are 

you calling me good. There is NONE good, except God!”  
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So even Jesus, the Son of God, did not recognize an inherent 

“goodness” in Himself. He only recognized the goodness of God that 

dwelled in Him. That is the difference.  

Before we have this breaking of this false consciousness of 

independence, where we think God is giving us stuff, and making 

“something” out of us – He's making me holy; He's making me 

loving. He is giving me things that I am then utilizing. I ask for love 

so I get the love and I am supposed to apply it. I ask for wisdom so I 

get the wisdom, it becomes part of me, and I am supposed to do 

things with it. It is a whole different ballgame when you realize you 

do not have any of that and you are never going to get any of that. 

The whole lot belongs to God. It is all God – It is all Christ. It all 

belongs to Him and it always does belong to Him. And you have to 

die to any idea of thinking that that is going to be added to you and 

make you something, because It is never going to happen.  

Well, that is what has [been] crucified. That whole thought 

process, that we become anything, that we are anything. The real 

truth of the matter is, is that we are not made to become anything – 

we are made to contain Someone, and reflect Someone, and shine 

forth with the Light of Another! Just like the moon and the sun. The 

moon was created – it works out, that it shines with the light of the 

sun on the face of the earth, so that we see this light in the night, 

which does not have its own light. That is the brightest thing in the 

sky.  

That is who we are; we are like a moon, we are like a dark body 

that has no light of its own. Jesus said, “I am the Light of the world,” 

He said that in the gospel of John. But in the synoptic gospels, He 
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says, “You are the light of the world.” Well, which is it? Well, we ARE 

the light of the world when we shine with His light. It is not our light, 

but – it gets to be us who are shining.  

Now We Are Risen 

Ok, back to Galatians 2:20, “I am crucified with Christ.” Ok, but 

now we've risen. Well, Romans 6 says that, too. “The body of sin” – 

that is that false consciousness of self – “has been destroyed,” and 

then he says in verse 8, “Now if we be dead with Christ, we believe 

that we shall also live with Him.” So what has happened is that the 

same Spirit that raised Jesus Christ from the dead, has entered into 

us and raised us from the dead.  

Now this is another very interesting thing. The whole church is all 

about, and rightly so, the resurrection of Jesus Christ, and believing 

in the resurrection of Jesus Christ. But I find so few understand the 

purpose of that. Jesus didn't rise just so we could say, “O, Jesus 

rose,” and all have a big Sunday morning service and talk about 

Jesus rising.  

Jesus rose that we might rise! Jesus rose to newness of life by 

the power of the Spirit of the Father, that that same life might enter 

into us, through His death and resurrection, and raise US to newness 

of Life!  

That was His purpose – let's receive it! Let's not always just be 

thinking about Jesus of Nazareth 2,000 years ago, and be as the lady 

I heard on TV one time say, “Oh, I wish it was Bible days! I wish I 

lived in Bible days.” I wanted to reach in that TV and say, “Lady, you 

ARE living in Bible days! The God of the Bible lives in you right now!” 

Bible days are always, because the God of the Bible is the God of the 
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Living, the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, and He's alive today, 

right now, in you and in me. And He is JUST as alive, and JUST as 

mighty and JUST as real as He was to those children of Israel in the 

desert, or as He was to those people on the mountain when Jesus 

preached His sermons. It is the same God, today, yesterday, and 

forever! 

And that is what we've got to understand – Jesus died and rose 

again to accomplish this very thing in us, what the effect of Galatians 

2:20 is. He says, “I am crucified with Christ, nevertheless, I live.” but 

what has happened in that “raising?” Something new has occurred in 

that raising. When he says, “nevertheless I live,” then he 

immediately corrects himself and says, “Yet not I, but Christ lives in 

me.”   

Now, what he is saying is, I am not living as a separate entity 

anymore. What has happened now, is that this new life has come 

alive in me, the Life of Christ. And Christ …. It is not … please 

understand what I am saying, I am not separating Jesus and Christ, 

because they never can be separated, but It is not really “Jesus” 

living in me, because He has come to live in me, in my life! So that, 

the world sees Fred, or the world sees Bob, or the world sees Jill or 

Julie. It is “Jesus” reproduced, but He's reproduced AS those human 

beings. So that each and every son of God is individual and distinct 

in themselves, and yet all of the same Spirit, all of the same Person, 

living and manifesting in each of them, all different, all having 

different points of view, different likes and dislikes, seeing different 

facets of the Truth, different functions – one a hand, one a foot, one 

an eye, one a mouth …   
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All of these things make up the whole body, and each is 

individually Christ manifesting, and the whole is Christ manifesting. 

So that it is both corporate and individual. People get into arguments 

over, “Well, you cannot really talk about an individual being just 

Christ because It is the whole body, and visa versa.” 

But, It is both! You know, I walk around, and it is Christ walking 

around in me, and when I speak He's speaking, and when I walk 

He's walking. But when the Body functions together it is ALL of us 

functioning together, and It is all HE! You cannot separate it. You 

cannot say one is not the other. (I am not sure if that phrase is right, 

but I hope you get my point.) 

Christ lives in me, yet not I, but Christ lives in me. What has 

happened is, that union reality that was put into Adam and Eve that 

they were unconscious of, now becomes conscious in us! Because 

that is what it is all about.  

As I said earlier, God wants sons who are conscious of who they 

are, conscious of why they are, conscious of what they do and where 

they are going. So He wants us to understand. He wants to bring us 

to fullness of understanding. We are not going to get it all in this life, 

we are not going to see it all. As my friend Norman Grubb used to 

say, “We just have the tip of our big toe in the vast ocean which is 

God.”  

And so, that is ok! Let's just give what we've got! Let's just work 

with what we've got, and believe me, it is plenty! Because we are 

living and moving and having our breath and our life and our heart 

and our soul in the Living God. And He is manifesting His Life by us, 

even whether we know it or not. But how wonderful it is to come to 
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a consciousness of the fact that, “Hey, this is God functioning in this 

funny little thing called me.” 

Union Operates As A Oneness 

Well, “I live, yet not I, but Christ lives in me,” that is the point. It 

is not I – but it is Christ – but it is a union. It is He and I – it says in 

1 Corinthians 6:17, Paul says, “He that is joined to the Lord is one 

spirit with Him.” Now, if you go and read that passage, you'll see 

that it is actually – the context of the passage is Paul talking about 

people joining themselves to harlots, and through their sexual union, 

they become one flesh with the harlot. And then he says that, “he 

that is joined to the Lord is one spirit” – he's making a point. One 

flesh is one flesh, and in the same way you are one flesh, you are 

one spirit with God.  

Also in Ephesians chapter 5, he talks about the man and a 

woman – man and woman leave their families and become united in 

marriage and they become one flesh. He says this is a great mystery, 

“but I speak concerning Christ and the church.”  

We are called “the Body of Christ” – that is very literal! That is 

not just figurative. You are the actual physical body of Christ walking 

around in the earth. We are that collectively, and we are that 

individually.  

The union has been restored through the death and resurrection 

of Jesus Christ. Because He took the old god – we were filled with an 

old god – we were all vessels of wrath – we were all the children of 

wrath – we were all filled with the “prince of the power of the air” 

and we did his lusts. That was what we did in our former lives. We 
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didn't know it; we were unconscious of it, because he hides himself. 

The world thinks it is silly, to believe in the devil, and so do a lot of 

Christians. However illogical and unscientific it might be, it is plain 

from Scripture, if we believe it, that evil is truly personified in a 

particular fallen angelic entity, given many names and aliases in 

Scripture, whom we know primarily as Satan.  

But Jesus kicked him out. When He died and resurrected. When 

He died, the devil left His body, and when Jesus was resurrected, the 

Spirit of the Father came into Him and raised Him up, and then the 

same thing happens in us. Jesus kicked Satan out of us when He 

came into us. The Spirit of Christ, the Spirit of the Father, the Holy 

Spirit – you cannot separate God from God, where One is, the Other 

is, and so the whole Trinity comes to live in us. In their various 

functions.  

We are able, within us, to hear the mind of Christ, which is the 

mind of the Father. We are able, within us, to know the depths, 

breadth, and height of God, as well as His love. Through the Holy 

Spirit it flows out of us. Jesus said, “He who believes, out of his belly, 

his innermost being, shall flow rivers of living water.”  (Jn 7:38). Just 

believe!  

He didn't say go to school long enough, study enough, memorize 

enough scripture, learn enough doctrines, hear enough sermons, do 

enough good deeds … He says, “Believe! And out of your belly shall 

flow rivers of living water!” It is not your job to make that happen. 

God makes it happen. You just believe, and He makes it happen. And 

believing is as simple as, “Ok, Lord, I'll take that.” 

One of my favorite examples of the simplicity of faith, is the “I 

do,” in a marriage ceremony. When two people stand before a 
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minister, and he leads them in vows, when they say, “I do,” when 

the minister pronounces them man and wife, then they are married. 

Now, they may have none of the evidence of marriage. They may 

have none of the accoutrements, and they do not have a life [yet] 

that exhibits marriage, but they are married! Just the “word,” makes 

them married.  

And the “word,” just the word of agreement, causes the inflow of 

God into you, and the outflow of God out of you. Just by a word of 

agreement. My favorite scripture that illustrates this, is when the 

angel Gabriel came to Mary to announce that she was going to be 

the mother of the Lord. And, first she says – her mind clicks in, her 

natural mind – “How can this be, since I have never been with a 

man?” And Gabriel says the Holy Spirit will overshadow you, and that 

which is born of you will be the Savior. So Mary's response to that is, 

“Be it unto me according to your word.” So she just took it – she just 

accepted it.  

Alright, here it is, folks. This thing that Mary said to the angel 

Gabriel, is all we say, too. We just say, when we realize that, “Oh, it 

is no longer I who am living, but it is Christ who is living in me,” it is 

simply by a word of acceptance – “Oh! Oh! Well, be it unto me 

according to this word.” A word of acceptance – “I'll take that!” That 

is true about “me.” It is by that word of acceptance that allows the 

work of God to begin to churn and to flow in us. All of these things 

come about by a word. “Let there be light,” and light IS!  

“Let there be …” It is not an, “Ooooh, you gotta make it happen.” 

It is, “Ok, Lord, I'll take you at Your Word. Does not look like it, it 
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does not feel like it – I do not see how this life that I am living right 

now could be You living in me – but I’ll take You at Your Word.”  

But Paul then goes on to say, that “the life that I now live, that I, 

I Paul, now live, in the flesh – walking around IN THE FLESH – 

everybody's so scared of the flesh – “Oooo, the flesh is gonna get 

ya!” In other places He says that “my flesh” manifests Christ, that He 

might be manifest in my mortal flesh. And Jesus was God in the 

flesh!  

So yes, there's “bad” flesh, and there's an understanding about 

flesh, and it has to do with that independence – every time we 

believe we are somebody and we’ve got to do it ourselves – whoa! – 

the flesh rises up! That is what that “bad” definition of flesh is all 

about.  

But, just the fact that we walk around – we are flesh and God 

lives in our flesh and He manifests in our flesh. In our mortal flesh, it 

says in the Scripture, and mortal means dying! So even though these 

bodies are not the new bodies that we are going to get one day in 

the Resurrection, and I believe in that – even though these bodies 

are mortal and decaying and perishing day by day as Paul says, 

nevertheless, Christ is manifest in them! And you can walk around 

believing that and being it, simply by your word of acceptance. It is 

not something you make happen, It is something that is happening, 

because God is the One Who is doing it. And we do not judge it. We 

are not made to judge God's work, we are simply made to believe it.   

The Simplicity of Faith 

That is the simplicity of this life, the ease of faith. The “ease of 

faith” is to say, “Ok, Lord, I'll take you at Your Word. I am crucified 
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with Christ, that old me that was, is gone. Nevertheless I live – I 

have risen again, but wait, it is not me, it is YOU living in me now!” 

And make that a total you, and make that a Total Christ living in 

you. Christ does not come into just – you know, I used to hear these 

people teach about well, when Christ comes into you, it is like there's 

a bunch of rooms, and you have to “invite Him into” each room, and 

He's got to clean out this room, and clean out that one. Well, I do 

not know of anybody who buys a house who does not own the whole 

house. He may not get to every room right away, but it is the new 

owner's job to get to the rooms. And the old owner is gone – he 

does not have anything to do with it. And the house is just the house 

and it just sits there, and has to wait to become what it becomes.  

Now, Christ has moved into our WHOLE house! And the whole 

house is US! He made us, and we were stolen away from Him, and 

now He's come back, and He's taken up rightful possession of that 

which is His, which is US! And He's taken up possession of the 

WHOLE of us! 

Spirit, soul, body! Your psychology, and your emotions, and your 

reason, that is your soulish part of you, He's taken the whole of you, 

bad psychology and all, and lives in oneness in us! Foibles and all! 

Crazy things and all! If you “blink a lot,” that is Christ in you, being 

that! Accept it, praise Him for it! Praise Him for your whole life! 

Praise Him for everything! Praise Him for the things which you think 

are your liabilities or your weaknesses, and the things that you fall 

and stumble on. Praise Him for those things!  

Say, “Lord, You've got that! There's nothing I can do about it, 

anyway. You've got it – I have tried and tried and tried to quit being 
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like that, but I give it to You and I'll just say, 'It is Yours, Lord, do 

with it what you please!' And I'll say it is the glory of God.”  

BE BOLD! Let us come BOLDLY before the Throne of Grace! That 

is what Galatians 2:20 is all about. He that believeth, out of his belly 

shall flow RIVERS!!!! 

That is Who we are, rivers of Living Water, be bold, believe it, 

walk it, YOU ARE IT! You are HE living in your precious human form 

in this world. 

“Be not afraid, only believe.” (Mark 5:36) 
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